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Abstract

Electrical energy is one of the most common forms of energy these days. Conse-
quently, electric power system is an indispensable part of any society. However, due to
the deregulation of electricity markets and the growth in the share of power generation
by uncontrollable renewable energies such as wind and solar, power system simula-
tions are more challenging than earlier. Thus, new techniques for simplifying these
simulations are needed. One important example of such simplification techniques is
the power system reduction.

Power system reduction can be used at least for four different purposes: a) Sim-
plifying the power system simulations, b) Reducing the computational complexity, c)
Compensating the data unavailability, and d) Reducing the existing uncertainty. Due
to such reasons, power system reduction is an important and necessary subject, but a
challenging task to do. Power system reduction is even more essential when system
operators are facing very large-scale power systems and when the renewable energy
resources like hydro, wind, and solar have a high share in power generation.

This thesis focuses on the topic of large-scale power systemreduction with high
penetration of renewable energy resources and tries to pursue the following goals:

• The thesis first reviews the different methods which can be used for simplifying
the power system studies, including the power system reduction. A comparison among
three important simplification techniques is also performed to reveal which simplifica-
tion results in less error and more simulation time decrement.

• Secondly, different steps and methods for power system reduction, including net-
work aggregation and generation aggregation, are introduced, described and discussed.

• Some improvements regarding the subject of power system reduction, i.e. on both
network aggregation and generation aggregation, are developed.

• Finally, power system reduction is applied to some power system problems and the
results of these applications are evaluated.

A general conclusion is that using power system simplification techniques and
specially the system reduction can provides many importantadvantages in studying
large-scale power systems with high share of renewable energy generations. In most of
applications, not only the power system reduction highly reduces the complexity of the
power system study under consideration, but it also resultsin small errors. Therefore,
it can be used as an efficient method for dealing with current bulk power systems with
huge amounts of renewable and distributed generations.



Sammanfattning

Elektrisk energi är nuförtiden en av de vanligaste formernaav energi. Följaktligen
är elkraftsystem en oumbärlig del av varje samhälle. I och med elmarknadens avre-
glering och tillväxten av icke styrbar förnybar energi, somt.ex. vind och sol, så är
simuleringar av elsystem mer komplicerade än tidigare. Därför behövs nya metoder
för att förenkla dessa simuleringar. Ett viktigt exempel påsådana förenklingsmetoder
är reducerade modeller.

Reducerade modeller kan användas för åtminstone fyra olikasyften: a) förenkla si-
muleringar av elsystem, b) Minska beräkningskomplexitet,c) Kompensera för saknade
data, och d) Minska den befintliga osäkerheten. Reducerade modeller för elsystem är
därför ett viktigt och nödvändigt ämne, som dock innebär praktiska utmaningar. Redu-
cerade modeller är ännu viktigare när systemoperatörer står inför storskaliga elsystem
och när förnybara energikällor som vattenkraft, vindkraftoch solenergi har en hög an-
del av elproduktionen.

Denna avhandling fokuserar på temat reducerade modeller avstorskaliga elsystem
med hög andel av förnybara energikällor och försöker uppnåföljande mål:

• Avhandlingen granskar först de olika metoder som kan användas för att förenkla
studier av elsystem, inklusive reducerade modeller. En jämförelse mellan tre viktiga
förenklingstekniker utförs också för att visa vilka förenklingar som resulterar i minst
fel och den största minskningen av simuleringstiden.

• För det andra introduceras, beskrivs och diskuterasolika steg och metoder, inklusi-
ve elnäts- och kraftverksaggregering för att ta fram reducerade elsystemmodeller.

• Vissa förbättringar utvecklas avseende reducerade modeller, d.v.s. både nätverks-
och kraftverksaggregering.

• Slutligen tillämpas reducerade modeller påutvalda elsystemproblem och resultaten
av dessa tillämpningar utvärderas.

En generell slutsats är att förenklingstekniker - och då i synnerhet reducerade
modeller - ger många viktiga fördelar vid studier av storskaliga elsystem med en hög
andel förnybara energikällor. I de flesta tillämpningar gerde reducerade modellerna en
ansenlig minskning av komplexiteten för det studerade problemet, samtidigt som de or-
sakar mindre fel. Därför kan de användas som en effektiv metod för att hantera dagens
och framtida elsystem med stora mängder förnybar och distribuerad elproduktion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the background and necessities behind the simplification of the power sys-
tem analyses as well as the goals of this project are given. Then, the differences between
the project purposes and the previous studies in the area of consideration are described.
Finally, the outline of the dissertation and scientific contributions of the project are pre-
sented in terms of publications.

1.1 Background

The power system is one of the largest and most complicated engineering systems in the
world. The main task of the system is to generate, transmit, and distribute the electri-
cal energy to consumers while satisfying some technical power system constraints. Three
important example of such constraints are 1) keeping the balance between the power gen-
eration and consumption, 2) limiting the bus voltage in allowable range, and 3) restraining
the lines’ overloading.

The first steam powered power system was developed by Thomas Edison on Pearl
Street in New York City in 1882. The Pearl Street Station initially powered around 3,000
lamps for 59 customers and its size was limited to 800 meters.Due to its unique properties
like high transmission efficiency, easy usage, simple and fast changing to other energy
forms, and etc., electrical energy became the most common energy form within a few years.
Consequently, the number of electric power companies and their size have dramatically
grown and resulted in traditional power systems.

Traditional power systems are very complicated and interconnected systems and con-
sist of three main sections called and responsible for generation, transmission, and distri-
bution of electric power. The predominant power generationin many of these systems is
the thermal power generation coming from burning the fossilfuels.

Introduction of electricity markets in the last decades of the 20st century changed the
structure of the traditional power system by unbundling thegeneration, transmission, and
distribution sections. Therefore, unlike the traditionalpower system, in which the system
operator monitors and controls all three sections simultaneously, in the market environ-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ment, generation and distribution sections are operating through competition of different
companies. The Independent System Operator (ISO) is responsible for handling the elec-
tricity market to insure the power system constraint, e.g. generation/consumption power
balance, voltage restrictions, and transmission flow limits. The ISO, sometimes called
TSO (abbreviated for Transmission System Operator), should also guarantee the power
system security and reliability through scheduling the power generations and establishing
the ancillary service’ markets.

The need for higher technical efficiency together with the competition for lowering
the electricity price motivate the neighboring electricity markets to connect their power
grids and harmonize their market rules. As a result, compared to the conventional power
systems, the size of the modern power systems has significantly increased. To sum up,
power system restructuring not only imposes the economic issues in power system, but
it also increases the size of power systems by connecting small systems. By doing so,
electricity market increases the complexity of power system analyses and raises the need
for new power system simulation methods.

On the other hand, due to the concerns regarding the climate changes and lack of fossil
energies, the share of power generation by renewable energyresources such as wind power
and solar power has rapidly increased in recent years [1]. According to [2], renewable en-
ergy resources have the potential to produce 68% and 100% of all electricity consumed in
Europe by 2030 and 2050, respectively. Nevertheless, variable and uncontrolled behavior
of these new power generation resources can cause many technical implications and incor-
porate a wide range of interesting questions, e.g. weather analysis, to the power system
studies [3–5].

In conclusion, to study the contemporary power systems, power system engineers are
facing bulk power systems with very high penetration of renewable energy resources. This
thesis considers such power systems and discusses the challenges in simulation of them. It
is, then, tries to suggest some techniques for moderating these challenges.

1.2 Challenges and Motivation

Simulation of power system has always required many elaborations. Two important exam-
ples of such challenges in the traditional power systems arethe computational complexity
and response time requirement of power system simulations as well as unavailability of
detailed information of the studied and neighboring systems. The main reasons for the
computational complexity and response time requirement are 1) the large size of power
system, 2) numerus components in the system, and 3) large number of interconnections
to neighboring systems [6–15], while, data unavailabilityis resulted from 1) restriction of
the information to a certain control area and 2) lack of data observability by neighboring
systems.

As it was mentioned in the previous section, in comparison tothe traditional power sys-
tems, modern power systems have two important differences which make their simulations
even more challenging. First, the size of them has significantly grown and, second, the
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amounts of uncertainty and variability have considerably increased. These characteristics
are described more clearly in the following.

The first characteristic of recent power systems is the largesize of them. This is firstly
due to the growing electricity consumptions. Secondly, proliferation of distributed genera-
tion and associating networks enlarge the size of power systems. Thirdly, by introduction
of electricity market to power system and integration of economic issues to the technical
aspects of power system, the need for higher economic efficiency and competition was
further felt. In addition, it is also technically more efficient to have connections among dif-
ferent power systems since, e.g., it increases the total system dynamic inertia and reduces
the needed reserve in each system. Thus, neighbouring electricity markets start connecting
to each other and result in large-scale power systems. Two examples of such bulk sys-
tems are the western interconnection of North America and the regional group Continental
Europe. The western interconnection of North America comprises 14 US states, two Cana-
dian provinces, and a Mexican state. Its coordinator is the Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) who monitors the compliance of its operatorswith reliability standards.
Figure 1.1 shows the WECC as a region of the North American Electric Reliability Corpo-
ration (NERC) [16]. The regional group Continental Europe,the grid of which is depicted
in Figure 1.2 [17], includes the power system of 24 European countries, each with one
or more system operators while the European Network of Transmission System Operators
for Electricity (ENTSO-E) plays a monitoring and coordination role [18–20]. The trend
of the regional group Continental Europe is even to bigger markets and 15 EU-states and
12 Mediterranean countries have agreed to form a free energytrade area [18]. These two
example systems clearly show that the size of modern power systems has considerably

Figure 1.1: The territory of WECC connected to other regionsof the NERC [16].
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grown.
The second characteristic of modern power systems is that the amounts of variability in

short-term power system studies as well as the amounts of uncertainty in long-term power
system studies have significantly increased. Some of the important reasons for such high
variability and uncertainty are described in the following.

Penetration of renewable energy resources is the main reason for increment in the level
of variability and uncertainty in power system generation [1, 21–24]. When compared to
thermal power generations, variable renewable energy resources have low operation cost
and low pollution. In addition, unlike the fossil fuels, there is no concern regarding the
termination of these energies. Due to such advantages, the share of renewable energy
resources in generation of electric power has considerablyincreased in modern power sys-
tems. However, there are many dynamic and static technical issues related to integrating
variable renewables into power systems that should be studied. From a dynamic point of
view, integrating large amounts of renewables can lead to stability and power quality prob-
lems due to the unpredictable and uncontrollable nature of these resources [3,25,26]. From
a static view point, on the other hand, renewable energy has increased the variability of net
loads [4,5]. This is mainly due to the unpredictable and uncontrollable behaviour of these
resources. In addition, renewable energies are mostly connected to the distribution sector
and high penetration of these resources may change the normal direction of power flow.
This means that the electric power flows from generation sector to the consumers in the
distribution sector in traditional power systems. However, in the predominantly renewable
generated power systems, the structure of distribution system has changed due to connec-
tion of renewable generations to this section. This means that in addition to short-run load
and equipment availability scenarios, scenarios of renewable power production also need
to be considered for systems with high renewable penetration [4,5,25,27]. In order to cap-
ture the spatial and temporal variability and correlationsof renewable production across
a large region, hundreds or even thousands of hours per year may need to be simulated.
Otherwise, estimates of the impacts of new generation or transmission investments may be
distorted.

Flexibility of power consumptions, also known as demand response programs, is the
second important source of variability and uncertainty in modern power systems. This
variation capability has resulted from the smartness of distribution grids and consumers’s
tendency to participate in electricity market. Higher elasticity of consumers to the elec-
tricity price, more variability and uncertainty in power system consumption. Thus, these
resources increase short-term forecast errors and net loadvariability in power systems.

Longer term uncertainties in technology costs and performance, fuel prices, demand
growth, and public policies are also other reasons for increasing the variability and uncer-
tainty in power systems.

Extensive variability and uncertainty mean that the systemplanners have to simulate
and analyze hundreds or even thousands of scenarios for their large-scale power system.

To sum up, simulations of modern power systems not only have the challenges of tra-
ditional power system simulations, but their complexitiesalso have even multiplied due to
expansion of electricity markets and renewable energies. Having a very large size, lack of
observability, high amounts of variability and uncertainty, the need for studying numerus
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scenarios, and nonlinearity of power flow equations are someexamples of existing compli-
cations in simulation of modern power systems. The main focus of this thesis is to study,
apply, compare, and improve the possible techniques for simplification of power system
studies.

1.3 Aims and Scope

The main objective of this thesis is to study the efficient simplification techniques used
for simulation of current bulk power systems with multi-scenario simulations as well as
large share of renewable generation. In this regard, we limit our investigations only to
static power system analyses rather than the dynamic ones. In addition, we consider both
planning and operation analyses in our research.

There are a number of methods for simplifying the power system simulations in the
literature. Four effective example of these methods, used for dealing with the current large
and multi-scenario power systems, are 1) reducing the number of scenarios, 2) obtaining an
aggregated equivalent for the system, 3) simulating a simpler version of the system by re-
laxing some of the constraints, and 4) decomposing the problem in consideration and using
the parallel simulations [28–39]. Each of these methods hasattracted the attention of many
researchers. For instance, different algorithms and selection criteria are used and compared
regarding the scenario reduction method in [31–35]. References [28–30,36] study various
procedures and measures for aggregating the network of the large power system in order to
obtain a small equivalent one. Making the power system optimizations simpler, using dif-
ferent relaxations or neglecting some of the constraints, is introduced as an useful method
for large power system studies in [37–39]. In [40], different decomposition methods, used
in engineering and science applications, are fully described based on their application in
for example linear, nonlinear, and mixed integer programming.

It is, of course, obvious that using any of the simplificationmethods would cause some
errors in the simulation results. For instance, decrease inaccuracy resulting from high
scenario reduction is mentioned in [35]. An assessment regarding the usefulness of DC
linearization and the validity of its simulation results ismade in [41]. In [42] and [43], the
accuracy of some network aggregation methods is evaluated and areas for improvement
are suggested. However, since these different simplification techniques have not previously
been evaluated together, they still need to be compared to illuminate which of them leads to
more errors in power system simulations. Therefore, in the first step, this thesis attempts to
fill the void by studying and comparing some of these methods in the study of large-scale
power systems with numerous scenarios.

In the next steps, due to very wide scope of each simplification technique, we limit the
outlook of our research only to the second technique and try to investigate different power
system equivalents and develop further equivalencing approaches . In this regard, network
aggregation and generation aggregation, as two important sections of equivalent determi-
nation, are explained in the second and third steps, respectively. In the second step, where
we consider the network aggregation, network partitioningand network equivalencing are
studied.
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Step three explains the generation aggregation in terms of generation types, i.e. conven-
tional and renewable generations. Wind power is consideredas an example of renewable
energy resources and its total production is estimated via aggregation approaches.

In the last step, the thesis focuses on the applications of the power system equivalents.
In this respect, applications of network aggregation to frequency control and storage allo-
cation are assessed.

1.4 Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions of this thesis in terms of different studied areas can be summa-
rized as follows:

Power system simplification techniques:

• C1 An extended comparison of three important simplification techniques, i.e. scenario
reduction, network aggregation, and DC linearization, is performed and a multi-
dimensional power system reduction technique is proposed.To do so, the three
simplification techniques are applied to four common types of power system studies,
namely optimal power flow, stochastic unit commitment, generation expansion, and
transmission expansion. The results are compared in terms of simulation errors and
simulation time.

Network aggregation theory:

• C2 A new partitioning algorithm based on graph theory is proposed and its simulation
results on Power Flow (PF) and Optimal Power Flow (OPF) are compared to the
ones of an optimization-based partitioning method. The first method uses research
carried out in spectral partitioning, whereas the second method is formulated as a
constrained min-cut problem, ensuring connectedness within the areas and balanced
areas and is solved as a linear optimization program.

• C3 An improved version of the previously used Radial - Equivalent - Independent (REI)
equivalent is developed for multi-area modeling of power systems. The REI method
is improved by taking into account the uncertainties in generation units and trans-
mission lines and by defining an optimization method for tuning the features of buses
and lines in the reduced system. Having made these improvements, we can obtain
an adaptive REI equivalent which will adjust itself according to the availability of
generators and lines.

• C4 An ATC-based system reduction for planning power systems with correlated wind
and loads is suggested and tested on a realistic large power system. The method
is based on partitioning the original large system into smaller areas and making a
reduced equivalent for each area. The partitioning is basedon available transfer
capability (ATC) between each pair of network buses. Because ATC depends on
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net load conditions, separate partitions are defined for subsets of similar load and
wind conditions, significantly enhancing the accuracy of optimal power flow solu-
tions. Compared to the single-equivalent system, accuracyis improved with only a
negligible increase in simulation time.

Generation aggregation theory:

• C5 An algorithm for estimating the total wind power productionof some wind units
with correlated wind speeds is proposed. It is assumed in theproposed method that
only historical data for produced power of these wind power units are available,
which is usually the case in reality. Unlike the previous works in this area, the
proposed method suggests not only a simple process, but alsoan acceptable accuracy
for calculating the total wind power production.

Network aggregation application:

• C6 An algorithm for calculating the required amount of spinning reserve in large multi-
area power systems is proposed. Using this algorithm, each area of the system is
first modeled by an equivalent system, obtained by the REI method and a multi-area
REI equivalent is obtained for the multi-area system. A cost-benefit analysis is then
performed to determine the spinning reserve requirements of both the original and
equivalent multi-area systems. The cost-benefit algorithmtakes into account the se-
curity constrained unit commitment (SCUC) and the securityconstrained economic
dispatch (SCED). Finally, the proposed multi-area REI equivalent is evaluated by
comparing the spinning reserve in the original multi-area system with that in the
equivalent system.

• C7 A three-stage algorithm for AC OPF based storage placement in large power systems
is suggested. The first step involves network reduction whereby a small equivalent
system that approximates the original power network is obtained. The AC OPF prob-
lem for this equivalent system is then solved by applying an Semi-Definite Relax-
ation (SDR) to the non-convex problem. Finally, the resultsfrom the reduced system
are transferred to the original system using a set of repeating optimizations. The ef-
ficacy of the algorithm is tested through case studies using two IEEE benchmark
systems and comparing the solutions obtained to those of DC OPF based storage
allocation.

1.5 List of Publications

Most parts of this doctoral thesis is based on the material ofthe appended publications.
These publications are listed as follows.
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and DC linearization: which simplifications matter most in market simulations?”,
submitted toIEEE Transactions on Power Systems.

Publication II
C. Hamon,E. Shayesteh, M. Amelin, and L. Soder, ”Two partitioning methods for
multi-area studies in large power systems”,International Transactions on Electrical
Energy System, 2014.

Publication III
E. Shayesteh, C. Hamon, M. Amelin, and L. Soder, ”REI method for multi-area
modeling of power systems”,International Journal of Electrical Power & Energy
Systems, Vol. 60, pp. 283-292, 2014.

Publication IV
E. Shayesteh, B. Hobbs, M. Amelin, and L. Soder, ”ATC-Based System Reduction
for Planning Power Systems with Correlated Wind and Loads”,IEEE Transactions
on Power Systems, Vol. 30, pp. 429-438, 2015.

Publication V
E. Shayesteh, M. Amelin, and L. Soder, ”Power system equivalents for spinning
reserve determination in multi-area power systems”, submitted toEnergy.

Publication VI
E. Shayesteh, D. Gayme, and M. Amelin, ”System Reduction Techniques for Stor-
age Allocation in Large Power Systems”, submitted toInternational Journal of Elec-
trical Power & Energy Systems.

Table 1.1 shows in what publications various generation sources, prices, and mathe-
matical tools are considered.

Table 1.1: Items considered in the various publications.

Publication
I II III IV V VI

Wind power X X X

Electricity market X X X

Deterministic modeling X X

Stochastic modeling X X X X

Time series X X X

Linear optimization X X X

Nonlinear optimization X X X X
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1.6 Thesis Outline

The outline of thesis is based on a partition into four parts.The first part includes chapters
2-5 and mostly deals with the theoretic issues regarding power system simplification and
specially the power system reduction theory (which is the main focus of this thesis), while,
the second part, including chapter 6, evaluates the applications of power system reduction.
The third parts is indicated in chapter 7 and provides the conclusions and future works,
whereas, publications are given in the last part.

The chapters can be summarized as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews different techniques, previously used for simplifying the power sys-
tem studies. Then, a representative of each technique is simulated and the errors
resulted from applying different categories to four commonpower system studies
are compared.

Chapter 3 focuses only on one of the simplification techniques reviewed in the previ-
ous chapter which is the main goal of this thesis. This simplification technique is
the power system aggregation, also known as power system equivalencing, meth-
ods. In this chapter, generation aggregation and network aggregation are introduced
as two important sections for obtaining an approperiate power system equivalent.
Then, different steps, needed to be considered, in power network aggregations are
introduced. These steps can simply be divided into network partitioning and net-
work equivalencing. Different methods for any of these two steps are also presented
in this chapter. Finally, the generation aggregation methods in terms of generation
types are discusses. In this regard, generation sources aredivided into conventional
(thermal) power generations and renewable energy resources, and, the aggregation
process for each type is described.

Chapter 4 introduces three important contributions of this thesis incase of network ag-
gregation, as the first section of power system aggregation.These contributions are:
a) Comparison of two new network partitioning methods, b) Proposing an improved
REI equivalent for network equivalencing, and c) Suggesting an improved network
aggregation algorithm for planning power systems with correlated wind and loads.

Chapter 5 reviews the contribution of the thesis on generation aggregation topic, the sec-
ond section of power system equivalencing. This contribution is to develop an algo-
rithm for approximating the total wind power production of some wind power units
with correlated wind speeds.

Chapter 6 investigates two applications of network aggregation methods in large-scale
power systems, studied in this thesis. These applications include: a) Frequency
control via spinning reserve determination and b) Storage allocation. The simulation
results of these applications are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 7 closes the thesis by summarizing the conclusions and suggesting the future
possible areas of extending and continuing the work.
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The contributions of the appended publications are spread among the different chapters
of the thesis in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Distribution of the contributions of appended publications among different chap-
ters of the thesis.

Publication
I II III IV V VI

Chapter 2 X

Chapter 3
Chapter 4 X X X

Chapter 5
Chapter 6 X X

Chapter 7

Additionally, figure 1.3 provides a review on different aspects of power system simpli-
fication studied in this thesis. In this figure, the contribution subject of each publication
is also emphasized. The red color in this figure indicates thecontribution in the area of
power system reduction theory, while the green color shows the contribution regarding the
application of power system reduction.
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Figure 1.3: A review on different aspects of power system simplification studied in this thesis including the contribution subject of
each publication.
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Chapter 2

Power System Simplification Techniques

In this chapter, some of the important and common techniquesfor simplifying the power
system studies are explained. Then, the simulation resultsof a comparison among them
are reviewed and advantages and disadvantages of each simplification technique are dis-
cussed.

2.1 Background

As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, power system studies present computational
challenges due to the growing size of systems, the increasedrole of variable renewable
production, and the presence of important long run uncertainties in economic, technical,
and policy conditions. As a result, various simplificationsare made to power systems mod-
els to make their solution practical for large systems with multiple renewable and long-run
scenarios. Scenario reduction, system aggregation, problem reformulation, and problem
decomposition are some important simplification techniques that have been widely inves-
tigated in the literature. However, in order to minimize errors from simplifications, it is
important to compare and understand the errors that each cancause in power system anal-
yses.

This chapter, first, reviews the aforementioned simplification techniques. Then, a
multi-dimensional power system reduction technique basedon some of these simplifica-
tion techniques is proposed and different aspects of it are compared. In this regard, we use
forward scenario selection since it is a suitable example ofscenario reduction algorithms
for the selection of a limited number of scenarios. For system aggregation, a two-stage
aggregation algorithm is used. In the first stage of this algorithm, we partition the power
network into a number of areas, based on a so-called similarity matrix, which shows the
strength of connection between each pair of the network buses. The partitions obtained
are then used to aggregate the original network. Finally, DCformulation of power flow
equations is chosen as a widely used power system reformulation.

The main focus of the proposed comparison is on the static simulations of power sys-
tem studies, especially in relation to power system operation and planning. In order to

15
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widen the scope of the comparison, different power system studies such as Optimal Power
Flow (OPF), Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC), Generation Expansion Planning (GEP),
and Transmission Expansion Planning (TEP) are compared, and the results of the multi-
dimensional power system reduction applied to all these studies are evaluated with respect
to the accuracy of the results and the simulation time required.

2.2 Scenario Reduction

The first technique for simplifying power system studies is to decrease the number of sim-
ulated scenarios needed to be considered due to high levels of uncertainty. One important
reason for power system uncertainties is variability and unpredictability in the generation
of renewable energy resources, such as wind and solar powers, which are subject to weather
conditions [44–46]. In addition, the flexibility of system loads in relation to the electricity
price has caused more uncertainty [23, 24]. Given such uncertainties, we need to increase
the number of scenarios taken into account in power system studies. However, scenario re-
duction technique can suggest a set of scenarios with results close to the results of all initial
scenarios. Different algorithms have been suggested and used to decrease the number of
scenarios. Some examples are: backward scenario reduction, forward scenario selection,
scenario tree construction, and clustering-based scenario reduction [31–35].
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Backward Scenario Reduction

In the backward scenario reduction, the most unimportant scenario is deleted in a loop
until a predefined number of scenarios are removed [34]. Thisalgorithm will be efficient
if the number of preserved scenarios are higher than the number of removed scenarios.
Figure 2.1 shows the algorithm of the backward scenario reduction just for those who are
interested in the detailed information about this technique [34].
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Figure 2.1: The algorithm of the backward scenario reduction [34].

Forward Scenario Selection

On the other hand, if the number of preserved scenarios are relatively small when compared
to the total number of the original scenarios, it will be moreefficient to use the loop for
selecting the most important scenario [34]. This strategy is indeed the basic fundamental
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of the second conceptual algorithm, named the forward scenario selection algorithm. The
algorithm of the forward scenario selection is presented infigure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The algorithm of the forward scenario selection[34].
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Scenario Tree Construction

The scenario tree construction algorithm finds an abstract version of the scenarios accord-
ing to the uncertainty behaviour over time. This algorithm is specially useful for approx-
imation of scenarios in a multi-stage stochastic programming model, in which an optimal
decision for each node of the scenario tree is determined using the given information avail-
able at that point. Figure 2.3 describes the algorithm of thescenario tree construction [34].
In this algorithm, the scenario tree is constructed by reducing the number of nodes, for
which the maximal reduction strategy(mrs) is used as a similarity measure at each time
interval of the time horizon. The readers are referred to [31–35] for the detailed informa-
tion.
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Figure 2.3: The algorithm of the scenario tree construction[34].

Clustering-Based Scenario Reduction

In the clustering-based scenario reduction, the similar scenarios, which have the distance
smaller than a predefined tolerance, are first classified intoa scenario sets. The scenarios of
each scenario set are, then, merged and define a cluster. Finally, a representative (or focal
scenario) is associated to each cluster. The probability ofeach cluster is also determined
based on the number of scenarios in each cluster.

The flowchart of the clustering-based scenario reduction ispresented in figure 2.4 [31].
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Figure 2.4: The flowchart of the clustering-based scenario reduction [31].

Among these algorithms, the forward scenario selection is auseful method for selecting
a limited number of scenarios out of a large number of the initial scenarios, i.e., the idea
behind this algorithm is to select a small group of the scenarios which should provide a
solution as close as possible to the one given by the initial scenarios. Thus, this algorithm
is selected as a representative of scenario reduction techniques for the sake of comparison
among different power system simplification techniques in the present study.
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2.3 System Aggregation

The large size of the power systems is another challenge for simulation of them which
increase the complexity of power system studies. The main reasons for the increasing
size are the growing demand for electricity, the planning ofnew lines and generators,
and the interconnection between different electricity markets to attain higher technical and
economic efficiencies. An important simplifying techniquefor studying the large power
systems is system aggregation.

Another important application of this technique against the other simplification tech-
niques is that it can also be used in cases detailed information of system is not available
or necessary to used [47]. In such cases, the computational difficulty of the simulations
may be not a problem, while, data unavailability may increase the simulation complexity.
One example of such cases is the planned but not constructed generators and lines. For
instance, construction of a new generator in an area may be decided but its exact location
may still be unknown. In this case, many scenarios for the generator’s location should be
considered while using an aggregated version of the system in the studied area can prevent
multi-scenario analysis.

Power System aggregation can be divided into different steps, each of which has vari-
ous methods. These steps together with their correspondingmethods are explained in the
next chapter in detail. Thus, in this chapter we skip these details and only emphasize on
the implemented method in the considered multi-dimensional power system reduction.

The considered multi-dimensional power system reduction of this research uses the
Available Transfer Capability (ATC) values among different buses as the partitioning crite-
rion for network aggregation in the multi-dimensional power system reduction technique.
The reason for using ATC is that the main goal of this study is to compare different sys-
tem simplification methods for technical studies such as OPFand SUC, and/or economic
studies such as GEP and TEP. Therefore, the selected partitioning criterion should have
a bearing on both these aspects. ATC values show the additional possible power transfer
between different system buses. Thus, they are physical variables, and can be used for OPF
and SUC studies. Meanwhile, if the ATC between two buses is high, it means that extra
power can transfer between them, and the electricity price is the same for both of them.
Therefore, even for GEP or TEP analyses, such buses can be putin the same sub-system.

2.4 Problem Reformulation

The third important simplifying method, which is used to increase the efficiency of the
power system computations, obtains a simpler version of power system problems by using
physical rules, mathematical equations, or optimization relaxations. One of the most com-
monly used approximation methods for power system studies is DC linearization, that is to
use the DC power flow equations (instead of the AC ones). The ACpower flow equations
are given in equations 2.1 and 2.2 as follows:
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Pk =
N

∑
j=1

|Vk|
∣

∣Vj
∣

∣

(

Gk jcos(θk−θ j)+Bk jsin(θk−θ j)
)

(2.1)

Qk =
N

∑
j=1

|Vk|
∣

∣Vj
∣

∣

(

Gk jsin(θk−θ j)−Bk jcos(θk−θ j)
)

(2.2)

Where:
Pk Active power of busk.
Qk Reactive power of busk.
|Vk| Voltage magnitude at busk.
Bkj Susceptance (the imaginary part of admittance) between busesk and j.
Gkj Conductance (the real part of admittance) between busesk and j.
θ k Voltage angle at busk.
N Total number of buses.

Through the use of DC linearization, all the transmission resistances are approximated
to zero, the voltage magnitude of all buses fixed to one per unit (p.u), and all the sine
functions replaced by their angles [48]. Thus the equations2.1 and 2.2 are replaced with
equation 2.3 as follows:

Pk =
N

∑
j=1
j 6=k

Bk j (θk−θ j) (2.3)

The most important advantage of such approximation is that it makes the nonlinear
power system equations into a linear formulation. The simulation of this linear formulation
is much easier and faster than that of original nonlinear equations. This method is used in
this study as a representative algorithm for the third powersystem simplifying technique.

2.5 Problem Decomposition

Problem decomposition can also be used as a useful simplification technique in power sys-
tem studies. Different decomposition techniques are classified in [40] based on their ap-
plications in different programming models. In this regard, these techniques are discussed
in terms of a) linear programming with complicating constraints, b) linear programming
with complicating variables, 3) nonlinear programming, and d) mixed-integer program-
ming. Reference [49] also reviews and provides the algorithms of some of the common
decomposition methods, used for solving the mixed integer linear programming. These
explained methods in this reference includes: a) Cutting-plane method, b) Dantzig-Wolfe
method, and c) Lagrangian method.
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Although it would be more interesting to include one of the aforementioned decom-
position methods in our comparison, we decided to exclude this simplification technique
from our multi-dimensional reduction comparison and suggest this inclusion in our future
work.

2.6 Validating Studies for the Proposed Multi-DimensionalPower
System Reduction

In order to compare the three techniques for power system simplification, they need to be
applied to different power system studies and the results will be evaluated to see which
simplification technique causes more errors than the othersin each of the studies.

Four different power system analyses are chosen for this purpose. A short description
of these studies is given below.

Optimal Power Flow (OPF)

The main idea of OPF is to determine the generation of different generators such that
all loads are supplied and an objective function, such as total operation costs and total
system losses, is minimized. In the electricity market analysis, the objective function of
the OPF problem is to maximize social welfare based on generators’ and demands’ bids.
The formulation of this OPF problem in hour t is as follows.

max
Vk(t), Pg

j (t), Pd
i (t)

{

N

∑
i=1

[

bi(t)P
d
i (t)

]

−
G

∑
j=1

[

b j(t)P
g
j (t)

]

}

(2.4)

Pg
k (t) = Pd

k (t)+Re

{

Vk(t)
N

∑
i=1

y∗kiV
∗
i (t)

}

(2.5)

Qg
k(t) = Qd

k(t)+ Im

{

Vk(t)
N

∑
i=1

y∗kiV
∗
i (t)

}

(2.6)

|Vk(t)y
∗
kiV

∗
i (t)| ≤ Smax

ki (2.7)

Vmin
k ≤ |Vk(t)| ≤Vmax

k (2.8)

Pmin
j ≤ Pg

j (t)≤ Pmax
j (2.9)

Qmin
j ≤ Qg

j (t)≤ Qmax
j (2.10)

Where:
bi(t) Bid of demandi at timet.
bj(t) Bid of generatorj at timet.
Pk

d(t) Consumed active power at busk, timet.
Qk

d(t) Consumed reactive power at busk, time t.
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Pk
g(t) Generated active power at busk, time t.

Qk
g(t) Generated reactive power at busk, timet.

yki Admittance between busesk andi.
N Total number of load buses.
G Total number of generator buses.

The objective function 2.4 is social welfare, defined as the sum of the demands’ bids
minus the sum of generators’ bids. Constraints 2.5 and 2.6 keep the active and reactive
power balance at each bus. The line flow limits, bus voltage limits, and generation limits
are guaranteed by 2.7- 2.10, respectively.

Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC)

The second power system study under consideration is SUC. SUC is an operation/planning
problem associated with the scheduling and the generation dispatching of the generators in
some load/renewable scenarios, and has a time horizon ranging from hours to days. The
outcome of the SUC problem determines which generators should be available at each time
interval of the time horizon. The formulation of SUC problemis as follows [21,50–52].

max
Vk(t), Pg

j (t,s), ui(t)

{

∑T
t=1 ∑S

s=1 ∑G
j=1 π(s).

[

c j2(P
g
j (t,s))

2+ c j1Pg
j (t,s)+ c j0

]

+∑T
t=1 ∑G

j=1 [(wsj (t).wscj)+ (csj(t).cscj)]

}

(2.11)

Pg
k (t,s) = Pd

k (t,s)+Re

{

Vk(t,s)
N

∑
i=1

y∗kiV
∗
i (t,s)

}

(2.12)

Qg
k(t,s) = Qd

k(t,s)+ Im

{

Vk(t,s)
N

∑
i=1

y∗kiV
∗
i (t,s)

}

(2.13)

|Vk(t,s)y
∗
kiV

∗
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ki (2.14)

Vmin
k ≤ |Vk(t,s)| ≤Vmax

k (2.15)

u j(t).P
min
j ≤ Pg

j (t,s)≤ u j(t).P
max
j (2.16)

u j(t).Q
min
j ≤ Qg

j (t,s)≤ u j(t).Q
max
j (2.17)

csj(t)≥ u j(t)−
t−1

∑
h=t−Tcs, j

u j(h) (2.18)

wsj (t)≥ u j(t)−u j(t −1)− csj(t) (2.19)

t

∑
h=t−Tmax

on, j

u j(h)≤ Tmax
on, j (2.20)

Where:
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s Index of scenarios, running from 1 toS.
cj0,1,2 Cost function constants of generatorj in time t.
uj(t) Binary variable, equal to 1 if generatorj is on in timet and 0 otherwise.
csj (t) Binary variable, equal to 1 if generatorj has a cold start-up in timet and 0

otherwise.
wsj (t) Binary variable, equal to 1 if generatorj has a warm start-up in timet and 0

otherwise.
π(s) Probability of scenarios.
S Total number of scenarios.

The objective function 2.11 is to minimize the operational cost which is the expected
cost of all generators and the start-up costs. Constraints 2.12 - 2.17 are similar to 2.5 - 2.10,
but are updated for the SUC problem. Constraints 2.18 and 2.19 define the terms related
to the cost of cold and warm start-ups. It is assumed in 2.18 and 2.19 that the generator
will have a cold start-up if it is off for a period longer thanTcs,j. The maximum on-time for
each generator is assured in 2.20. In this formulation, the minimum on-time, the maximum
and minimum off-time, and the shut-down cost are ignored forthe sake of simplicity.

Generation Expansion Planning (GEP)

Like the SUC problem, the last two studies under consideration, namely GEP and TEP
problems, are related to power system planning. The scope ofthese studies is, however,
larger than that of SUC. The goal of these studies is to evaluate the economic feasibility of
constructing a new line or generator. For an economic evaluation of GEP, for instance, the
candidate buses for constructing a new generator are selected and the price outcomes are
patterned by simulating the system in all scenarios. The candidate bus with a higher price
outcome will then be selected for the location of the plannedgenerator.

Transmission Expansion Planning (TEP)

In the TEP problems, some candidate lines are considered. All scenarios are then simulated
for each candidate twice, one with the line itself and one without. Next, the reduction in the
system operating costs by adding the line is calculated. Finally, a diagram of these reduced
costs is drawn for each line, and the lines which reduce the system costs most significantly
should be built.

2.7 Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, the proposed multi-dimensional power system reduction technique is ap-
plied to two IEEE test systems [53] to compare the results of the different simplification
techniques on the four power system studies in question.

For a comparison of the OPF, GEP, and TEP studies, the IEEE 118-bus system with 200
scenarios of renewable generation and loads is applied. This system is, however, too large
for the SUC study, with its formulation being a mixed integerprograming problem and its
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use of many scenarios. Instead, we use the IEEE 30-bus systemwith 22 scenarios of wind
generation and loads to compare the impact of simplificationtechniques on the SUC. Load
scenarios are generated through normal randomizing the load values in these two standard
IEEE systems. Correlation coefficients used for wind power scenario generation vary from
0.7 to 1 based on the distance between wind units.

The SUC problem is optimized using GAMS 23.6 while the other studies are executed
with MATLAB R2010. These are run on a PC with an Intel Core i5 CPU 2.53 GHz
processor and 4.00 GB installed memory (RAM).

In order to compare the effects of the different simplifyingtechniques on OPF, GEP,
and TEP, the following steps are required. First, the IEEE 118-bus system with the original
200 scenarios is simulated and the result of this simulationis considered as a benchmark for
the evaluation of the simplifying techniques. In the secondstep, forward scenario selection
is applied three times to the original set of 200 scenarios, yielding three sets of scenarios
with 20, 5, and 1 scenarios, respectively. In the third step,four different levels of network
aggregation are applied on the IEEE 118-bus system, resulting in four equivalent systems
with 66, 46, 26, and 15 buses, respectively. Thus, in total there are 5 network systems
and 4 scenario sets, including the original network and 200 scenarios, and 20 different
combinations of networks and scenario sets. In the last step, each of these 20 combinations
is simulated two times, once with an AC formulation and once with the linearized DC
simplification (without losses), resulting in 40 cases. Finally, the results of all the cases are
compared with those of the baseline system (AC formulation,200 scenarios, 118 buses) in
order to assess which simplifying technique causes more errors in the results of the OPF,
GEP, and TEP problems.

A similar procedure is followed to compare the effects of thesimplifying techniques
on SUC in IEEE 30-bus system. This means that the SUC problem is applied to the IEEE
30-bus system with the original 22 scenarios and the result obtained is used as the baseline
to validate the results of the simplification techniques in the next steps. Three scenario sets
including 12, 6, and 3 scenarios are then selected, and two aggregated networks, which
have 15 and 6 buses, are obtained. The SUC is used to simulate all 12 possible combi-
nations of scenario sets and aggregated networks. With a fewexceptions, which will be
explained below, all these are run with the DC approximationalone. The reason for this is
that we are unable to solve to optimality the stochastic mixed integer nonlinear AC SUC
problem in all cases . The results are then compared to see whether it is scenario reduction
or network reduction that has a greater effect on the simulations in relation to the baseline
(30 bus, 22 scenario) system.

A summary of the simulation results are presented in Table 2.1, however, the readers
are the extended version of them as well as information aboutthe scenario sets and aggre-
gated networks can be found in Publication I. The simplification techniques are compared
in terms of both simulation errors and simulation time. The simulation results, for which
the errors resulted from the simulation are compared, include mainly the economic indices
such as total system costs, plant construction profits, and line construction savings. How-
ever, technical indices such as system losses, EENS, generation/commitment of generators
are also considered in this comparison. In this table, STR and LRE are abbreviated for
Simulation Time Reduction and Low Resulting Error, respectively.
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Table 2.1: The comparison summary of applying different power system simplification
techniques to considered power system studies.

Simplification technique Scenario reduction System aggregation DC linearization
Time Error Time Error Time Error

OPF (Cost, Losses, Generation) + + + - - + + - - - + -
SUC (Cost, EENS, Commitment) + - - - + + - + + + -

GEP (Prices, Plant Profits) + + + - - + + - - + -
TEP (Line Cost Savings) + + + - - + + - - - + -

Computational time reduction: + + + is best
Error in estimation of performance indices: - - - is worst

The following conclusions, strictly speaking, apply only to our particular case stud-
ies, which were based on two IEEE reliability test systems, and might not apply to other
situations.

First, the table shows that scenario reduction yields an acceptable level of accuracy
while decreasing computation times in power flow studies as well as generation and trans-
mission investment analyses that use OPF models for production costing. However, sce-
nario reduction is more distorting and results in less computational efficiency gains in SUC.
Second, given present computational capabilities, DC linearization is essential for stochas-
tic unit commitment, although advances in parallel computation and decomposition may
make AC-based SUC more practical in the future. Third, network aggregation can also be
useful in OPF and SUC for reducing simulation times without the risk of making major
errors.

Although our results are system specific, we can nonethelessmake the following gen-
eral conclusion: depending on the type of study and on the particular system, any of the
simplification methods can either cause large errors, negligible errors, or something in be-
tween. Which simplification method is most appropriate willlikely depend on the power
system study under consideration, and so users of economic models should test for the
impact of simplifications on their conclusions.





Chapter 3

A Review on Power System Aggregation

This chapter describes the different procedures and steps needed for aggregation of large
power system. The provided review is based on the previous literature in the area of power
system aggregation and equivalents.

3.1 Background

Before the introduction of competitive markets, system operators modeled all connections
between their power system and external systems as some new border buses and they were
faced with a system of the same order as that of the internal system [54]. However, as it
was explained in detail in the chapter 1 (i.e. the introduction chapter), the competitive en-
vironment in power systems and international power transactions have resulted in a general
trend in the electrical power industry towards harmonizingthe market rules and analyzing
all tightly connected systems as one bulk power system.

In addition, the increasing penetration levels of renewable energy sources such as wind
and solar, and their corresponding uncertainties have madepower systems modeling and
simulation more challenging. For instance, generation of these renewable units is a random
variable since it is influenced by weather conditions, and thus needs to be modeled using
different scenarios.

Although modeling these scenarios means a considerable increase in the computational
burden, there is no doubt that large-scale power systems must be simulated and analyzed.
This may be done using supercomputers with detailed models.A better solution, however,
is to find an aggregated equivalent system which can approximate the behavior of the actual
system itself, especially if many scenarios (e.g. expansion planning and/or solar or wind
power installations) need to be studied. The main focus of this chapter is to study and
classify the previously presented equivalent system.
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3.2 The History of Power System Equivalents

The basic concepts of equivalent power systems are described in [6, 54]. These concepts
have been widely adopted and used in different power system studies. The following ref-
erences give some examples of the implementation of system equivalents in power system
studies.

In [9, 55], power system equivalents are developed for on-line and off-line power sys-
tem security analysis. Reference [56] considers using power system equivalents for sim-
ulation of power system contingencies. Reference [57] discusses load flow equivalents,
which are used for approximating power flow studies in large-scale power systems. State
estimation issues are combined with power system equivalents in a so-called state esti-
mation based equivalent [58]. In [59], different power system equivalencing techniques
are compared and modified. Reference [60] reviews the practical experience with power
system equivalents, assessing the advantages and drawbacks of using power system equiv-
alents at a number of utility control centers.

In [13, 29, 61–64], the equivalent of a large-scale power system is obtained based on
multi-area modeling. In these investigations, some criteria like reliability and security
indices are selected. The original system is considered as abulk power system consisting
of some interconnected areas, each of which is then replacedby an equivalent with fewer
buses and lines. The objective is that the multi-area model should give results as close
as possible to the results of the original system for the selected criteria. For example,
reference [61], using an analytic characterization of the system failure modes, explains a
model for reliability evaluation of multi-area generationsystem. Reference [29] proposes
an algorithm to determine the equivalent reactance of the inter-area lines of a reduced
system, based upon the zonal power transfer distribution factors of the original system.

It is suggested in [62] to use a steady-state equivalent of a power system for real-
time operation, obtained by applying Radial Equivalent Independent (REI) method for the
reduction of the electrical network. [63] introduces an approach, for total transfer capability
(TTC) computation, for multi-area power system modeling, taking line contingencies into
consideration. The solution is to use a network decomposition approach based on REI
equivalents. Some methods regarding power system partitioning are suggested and used
in [13,64–66].

3.3 Power System Aggregation Steps

Generally, finding an appropriate aggregated power system equivalent involves two im-
portant sections. First, aggregating the power network and, second, aggregation of power
system generators.

The first section, network aggregation, is also known as bus aggregation and network
reduction and means finding a smaller network for the power system which includes less
number of buses and lines. As a result of this section, generators and loads in the omitted
buses are only shifted to the retained buses. The second step, on the other hand, is genera-
tion aggregation and means obtaining an equivalent for the generators which after network
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aggregation are located at the same bus. It also includes thecases in which the power net-
work is ignored and overall generation capacity in the system needs to be approximated.
An example of such cases for total wind power production willbe given in Chapter 5.

A review on any of two aforementioned sections of power system aggregation are ex-
plained in the following.

3.4 Network Aggregation

Network size reduction through aggregation, the focus of this thesis, involves replacing
the original large-scale power system by a reduced equivalent, which has many potentially
valuable applications [67].

A common strategy for reducing the size of large power networks is to first partition
the system into smaller areas. Then equivalent electrical characteristics are determined for
aggregate buses within each partition and connections among the partitions [68]. These
steps are separately explained below.

Network Partitioning

The first step for aggregation of a large-scale power system is to partition the power net-
work into some sub-networks (also called areas). This partitioning can be done through
different methods. Some network reduction methods assume the area borders known. This
can be either done through assuming the geographic borders as area borders or using the
expert experiences for doing the partitioning without any calculation. However, the more
efficient ways is to use 1) reasonable partitioning criteriaand 2) appropriate partitioning
tools to define the area borders.

• Power system partitioning criteria
Different criteria can be used for partitioning the networkof a bulk power system.
These criteria can be classified into different types. One ofthe common classifica-
tions is to, first, divide the aggregation algorithms into dynamic- and static-based
partitioning criteria. Then, to create a further division for any of these two main
groups. The static-based criteria can be used for power flow calculations as well as
power system operational and planning analysis, while, thedynamic-based ones are
used for studying the dynamic effects, e.g. a) off-line transient stability analysis with
large disturbance, b) off-line dynamic stability analysiswith small disturbance, and
c) on-line security assessment in large scale power systems.

According to this classification, the static-based partitioning criteria are, then, di-
vided again into market- and technical-based types. Although there are some differ-
ence between the properties of various system aggregations, they all have the same
basic principle, which is to find a similarity measure for thesystem buses and then
to partition the system into some sub-systems based on this similarity criterion. The
similarity criterion varies according to the purpose of theanalysis in question. For
instance, the LMP-based or PTDF-based aggregations are suitable for the electricity
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market analyses, while aggregated systems based on voltageor admittance matrices
are applicable to power flow or OPF studies [28].

• Power system partitioning tools
In addition to the partitioning criterion, one should also have a partitioning tool
for splitting the network of the power system. Similar to thepartitioning criteria,
there are also a number of tools which can be used for network partitioning. Two
important examples of them, more emphasized in this thesis,are optimization- and
graph theory-based tools.

In the optimization-based method, the partitioning criterion which defines the sim-
ilarity between each pair of the system buses is used as an input, and, it is tried to
maximize the intra-area similarities or minimize the inter-area similarities. However,
the slow convergence speed and stocking in the local optima are the main challenges
of this method. An extended optimization-based tool for power network partitioning
is proposed in the next chapter.

The graph theory-based partitioning tools, on the other hand, use the buses and lines
of the power system as vertices (V) and edges (E) of the graph,respectively, and
define the set ofG=(V,E) for identifying the network. The network partitioning can,
then, be formulated as minimizing the sum of all cut values and the minimum cut
is found through, e.g., clustering methods. A new graph theory-based method for
network partitioning in the large power system is developedin the next chapter. As
it will be explained in detail, the main disadvantage of graph theory-based tools is
their inflexibility. For instance, it is not possible to control the size of partitions or
minimize the number of border buses by these tools.

Network Equivalencing

Once the network of the large power system is partitioned, inthe second step, each partition
needs to be modeled through a smaller equivalent network. The network equivalencing
can be done in different ways. Three important and popular methods for obtaining the
equivalent network is presented here.

• Multi-area equivalent with DC tie-lines
Multi-area equivalent with DC tie-lines is an easy method for obtaining the equiv-
alent for the power system, the network of which was previously partitioned. Ac-
cording to this method, the intra-area transmissions of allareas are ignored and it
is assumed that the unlimited power can flow between the busesof each area. In
addition, it is assumed that the power transfer among areas are totally controllable,
i.e., the area tie-lines are assumed to be DC links. Figure 3.1 shows how the network
of a power system is, first, partitioned into three areas and,then, modelled with a
multi-area equivalent.
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It should be noted that the multi-area model mentioned here is only a particular
type of the power system equivalents, while, the word multi-area is a general ex-
pression and can be applied to a variety of power system models. For instance, an
interconnected power system that includes more than one control area and a corre-
sponding system operator for each area is also defined as a multi-area power sys-
tem [18–20, 69]. Each control area can itself be divided intomore than one area.
In this multi-area power system, each operator is responsible for controlling flows
within their area’s grid as well as monitoring and coordinating power transactions
with other control areas. Moreover, there is usually a coordinator for the entire
system who plays different roles in different multi-area systems. The western inter-
connection of North America and the regional group Continental Europe, explained
and depicted in chapter 1, are two examples of these multi-area systems.

~~

~
A3 

A1 A2 

(a) Network partitioning 

(b) Multi-area equivalent 

Figure 3.1: Steps for obtaining the multi-area equivalent for an example power system [70].
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• REI equivalent
The usual procedure for obtaining the REI equivalent (abbreviated for Radial, Equiv-
alent and Independent) for a power system is to partition thesystem into an internal
and an external system. The former is the part of the power system which should
be modelled in detail, while, the latter should be reduced via REI equivalent. The
connecting buses between the internal and external systemsare considered as the
border buses. In order to obtain the REI equivalent of the external system, first, the
results of a Power Flow (PF) or Optimal Power Flow (OPF) is considered as the ini-
tial point. Then, two new virtual buses, known as virtual generator bus and virtual
load bus, are added to the system and all generators and load are shifted to the vir-
tual generator and virtual load buses, respectively. The admittances connecting the
virtual buses to the other buses of the system are determinedby the initial PF/OPF
results. Finally, the buses of the external system are removed via admittance reduc-
tion techniques. Figure 3.2 shows different steps for obtaining the REI equivalent.
An improved REI equivalent, including the detailed description of all steps, will be
provided and compared to the existing REI equivalents in thenext chapter.

External system

Border buses

~~

Internal system 

a) Network partitioning

External system

Border buses

~~

Internal system 

Virtual buses

b) Adding virtual buses

External system

Border buses

Internal system 

Virtual buses ~

c) Shifting generators/loads

Border buses

Internal system 

Virtual buses ~

d) REI equivalent

Figure 3.2: Steps for obtaining the REI equivalent for an example power system.

• Ward equivalent
Similar to the REI equivalent, a Ward equivalent is also obtained through an initial
PF/OPF. In addition, the buses in the original power system are divided into internal,
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external, and border buses. Nevertheless, the difference between the REI and a Ward
equivalents is that there is no virtual buses in a Ward equivalent and all generators
and buses will also be modelled through admittances. Therefore, on the one hand,
a Ward equivalent can provide a simpler equivalent for the external system, while,
on the other hand, its accuracy may be less than the REI equivalent. An example of
Ward equivalent is illustrated in figure 3.3.

External system

Border buses

~~

Internal system 

a) Network partitioning

b) Ward equivalent

External system

Border buses

Internal system 

Figure 3.3: Steps for obtaining the Ward equivalent for an example power system.

It should be noted that we only explained the basic multi-area, REI, and Ward equiv-
alents here and the extended version of these equivalents have been investigated in many
studies, some of which were mentioned in the literature review of section 3.2.

3.5 Generation Aggregation

The second section of power system aggregation is generation aggregation. Generation
aggregation may be done because of different reasons and, consequently, via different
procedures. After network aggregation, for instance, someof the generators may be shifted
to the same bus. This is specially the case in REI equivalent.In such cases, one may use
the generation aggregation to merge the generators at the same bus. Another application
of the generation aggregation is a power system study in which the transmission system is
ignored and total generation capacity of a system is needed.Two examples of such cases
are obtaining the total generation capacity of each area in multi-area equivalent and power
system reliability analysis considering only the generation section.
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The generation aggregation can be divided into two parts according to the generation
type, i.e. conventional generations and renewable generations. These parts are briefly
explained in the following.

Conventional Generation Aggregation

Power generation in the conventional generation is usuallycontrollable. Thus, if some
conventional generators are located at the same bus or if they are at different buses but we
ignore the transmission limitation between them, the powergeneration capacity of them
can simply be summed and used as the aggregated generation capacity. It should, however,
be noted that a new cost function based on the cost functions of the aggregated generators
needs to be obtained for the obtained generator. Nevertheless, an important observation
in this case is the type of power system study in which the aggregated generation is used.
This means that if the total generation capacity is the only important parameter in the
considered power system study, the above generation aggregation can be used, while, in
power system studies in which the on/off status of each generator is also important, the
original generators cannot be replaced by only one generator with the generation capacity
equal to the aggregated generation capacity of all originalgenerators. An example for the
latter is power system unit commitment study. The purpose ofthe unit commitment is to
determine which generator should be on in each time intervalof the studied period. Thus,
not only is the generation capacity of original generators important in the unit commitment,
but the on/off status of them also is a required output in thisstudy. As a results, more
advanced generation aggregation methods are needed in thisstudy. On the other hand,
in the PF/OPF studies, the on/off status of generators is an input rather than an output.
Therefore, only the generation capacity is important in these studies and the summation
of the generation capacity of all the original generators can be used to replace the original
generators.

Renewable Generation Aggregation

Unlike the fossil fuels (the power source in conventional electricity generation), the renew-
able energy sources (such as run-of-the-river hydro, wind,and solar energies) cannot be
stored. Thus, the produced electric power by renewable energy sources are not fully con-
trollable and, therefore, aggregation procedure described for conventional generation can-
not be implemented for them. In addition, due to concerns regarding the climate changes
and lack of fossil fuels, the penetration od renewable energy resources has considerably
increased in the modern power systems. Thus, it seems necessary to find an appropriate
aggregation method for the renewable generations. Generation aggregation of three impor-
tant renewable energies is discussed in the following.

• Hydro power aggregation
Hydro power plays an important role in providing electricity in countries like Nor-
way, Brazil, Canada, and Sweden. These countries generate the majority of their
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electricity from hydro systems and include very large hydropower systems. An-
other challenge which increase the complexity of these large hydropower systems is
that their hydro power plants are also highly linked. As an example, the schematic
of a Swedish hydropower system is presented in figure 3.4.

The different methods used for simplifying hydropower systems in the literature
can be classified into three categories as a) Energy-based aggregation, b) Optimiza-
tion/Heuristic methods, and c) Aggregation-decomposition methods.

In energy-based aggregation, hydro power plants of the original hydropower system
are aggregated in a single plant. This equivalent hydro power plant represents the
whole system inflows, reservoir contents, and outflows by energy [72–74]. The sum
of energy production capabilities of all plants are then used to define the potential
energy of the equivalent plant. Similarly, the potential energy inflow to the equiv-
alent reservoir is defined as the sum of all reservoir energy inflows in the original
hydropower system [74–77]. The advantage of this techniqueis the large reduction
in complexity and simulation time. However, its drawback isignoring the individ-
ual constraints of the original hydro power plants [78]. Thus, the application of this
method is limited to the cases in which the aggregated hydro power plants have sim-
ilar reservoir and inflow characteristics [78]. Otherwise,the hydro power generation
may be overestimated. Another disadvantage of this method is that representing all
variables of the hydro power plants with just energy values cannot properly represent
the fluctuations of them [75]. The flexibility of a single-reservoir equivalent may be
limited by ramping constraints, but implementation of suchconstraints can rise new
challenges.

In the second method, optimization and heuristic methods, such as dynamic pro-
gramming, network flow, fuzzy techniques, and genetic algorithms, are used to
change the problem formulation or the solution procedure [75, 78–82]. The advan-
tage of these methods is that detailed representation of allhydro power plants can be
used. However, most of these approaches do not guarantee thequality of the solution
attained [78]. Specifically, many of these methods, such as genetic algorithms, only
provide local optima and global optimality is not guaranteed [78]. Also, using dy-
namic programming for systems with many reservoirs may be extremely challenging
because of dimensionality issues [79].

In aggregation-decomposition methods, the optimization of a hydropower system
with N reservoirs is decomposed intoN sub-problems. In any of theseN sub-
problems, one of the reservoirs in the original system is modelled in detail and opti-
mized assuming known the energy contents of the otherN-1 reservoirs [78, 80, 83].
The advantage of this method over the aggregation method is that local constraints
of each hydro power plant can be represented. However, similar to heuristic ap-
proaches, global optimality cannot be guaranteed. Anotherdrawback of this method
is that its computational burden increases linearly withN and, therefore, it is not
efficient to use the method for hydropower systems with long chain of hydro power
plants [80].
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Figure 3.4: Angermanalven Swedish hydropower system [71].
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A new type of aggregation approach was proposed in [74], in which an equivalent
hydropower system was considered and its parameters adjusted to mimic the work-
ing of the original hydropower system. In order to model hydro bottlenecks, one of
the original hydro power plants is kept and an equivalent forthe rest of hydro power
plants is obtained. Similar to the traditional aggregationapproach, this two-station
equivalent has the advantage of complexity reduction whilerepresenting some of
the local constraints, e.g. hydro bottlenecks. In addition, unlike the heuristic and
aggregation-decomposition approaches, the proposed two-station equivalent has no
limitation for approximating large hydropower systems.

• Wind power aggregation
Unlike the hydro power, which can be stored in reservoirs fora short time and sched-
uled over a time period, there is no control on wind power generation. Thus, usually
all power generated by wind turbines are used by the connected power system. Due
to this reason, wind power can be modelled as a negative load in power system stud-
ies. By doing so, having the wind power in the system only increases the challenges
in forecasting the load uncertainties. However, considering the correlation coeffi-
cients among the wind speeds of different wind turbines, canincrease the forecast-
ing challenges. Thus, approximating the total wind power production of some wind
power units with correlated wind speeds still is valuable. To do so, an algorithm is
developed and tested in chapter 5.

• Solar power aggregation
Similar to the wind power, the traditional method for modelling the solar power is
to consider it as a negative load. However, as it is demonstrated in [84], obtaining
a separate aggregated model for a number of solar cells not only reduces active and
reactive errors compared to the traditional way but also represents a more accurate
trajectory behavior.





Chapter 4

Contributions to the Network
Aggregation

This chapter reviews the performed studies of this thesis onthe topic of network aggrega-
tion and explains the improvements which have been suggested by this thesis in the field of
network aggregation.

Three important studies are performed in this thesis for improving the previous network
aggregation methods. The first one focuses on the network partitioning and compares
the application of two common partitioning techniques for defining the network partitions
(or areas) in a large-scale power system, while, the second one investigates the network
equivalencing issue and suggests some improvements for expanding the application of the
REI equivalent. The third study considers both network partitioning and equivalencing and
proposes an improved network aggregation for planning power systems with correlated
wind and loads. These three studies are fully explained in the following sections.

4.1 Introduction

Simulations of production costs, flows, and prices are crucial inputs to generation and
transmission planning studies. To calculate average system performance for many alterna-
tives over long time periods, it is necessary to simulate large numbers of hourly combina-
tions of renewable production and loads across large regions. As this is usually impractical
for full network representations of such systems, aggregation of buses and lines is desir-
able.

As it was mentioned in the previous chapters, network aggregation includes two key
steps. The first step is power network partitioning, whereasthe second one is network
equivalencing. These two steps are more clearly reviewed inthis chapter and some im-
provements in these regards are suggested.

Several methods have already been applied to the partitioning of power systems into
areas (the first step of network aggregation). For existing power systems, a natural parti-
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tion is to use the price areas in countries where these are defined by the system operators.
These coincide with geographical borders or control areas between the countries and, usu-
ally, with bottlenecks inside a country if a national power system has several price areas.
This partitioning is well adapted for, e.g. market studies,because the price areas share
common rules. However, the geographical areas encompassedby the price areas are wide,
and are not necessarily adapted to other types of studies such as the example given above.
Therefore, systematic methods to partition power systems need to be investigated. Addi-
tionally, the multi-area modeling may produce better results if the area regions are defined
according to the system’s physical conditions such as line flows, line capacities, and line
admittances.

If the system’s physical conditions are concerned, methodsused for power system par-
titioning can be divided into two groups based on whether they are used for dynamic re-
duction or static reduction [28]. (See [85] for a review of both groups, as well as exist-
ing software tools.) Dynamic reduction methods are defined as those that try to obtain an
equivalent for synchronous machines whose transient stability behavior is close to the orig-
inal machines [85]. Coherency- and synchrony-based methods are examples of dynamic
aggregation approaches, in which partitioning is done by aggregating machines that have
tendency to swing together [68]. However, as mentioned above, we focus here on static ag-
gregation, in which network topology and economics and their effect on congestion instead
are crucial for partitioning the system.

Partitioning methods for static reduction of large power systems can be further subdi-
vided into system- and market-based methods. System-basedmethods use physical prop-
erties of power system such as admittance, line flow, voltagemagnitude, and voltage angle
for partitioning, while market-based methods base partitioning on economic outputs such
as electricity prices [15,28,29]. Ward and REI methods using the load flow results are men-
tioned as two examples of system-based partition methods, while LMP (Local Marginal
Price) and PTDF (Power Transfer Distribution Factor) toolsare used for market-based par-
titioning in [15,28,29,63,86].

Besides a partitioning criterion, the core of any aggregation method is its algorithm
for system partitioning. Optimization is used for that purpose in [87, 88]. The choice of
objective function is important in designing the algorithm. In [87], for instance, a multi-
objective approach attempts to minimize the largest number(across areas) of buses and
lines in any single area, as well as to minimize the largest number of tie lines between
any two areas. The intention is to create a partition with similarly sized areas and similar
numbers of tie-lines between areas. In [88], on the other hand, use of one of two partition-
ing objectives is proposed. In the first, total intra-area admittance is maximized, while the
second minimizes the differences among bus voltages withineach area. Unfortunately, all
the optimization aggregation approaches are computationally burdensome.

The objective of getting partitions of balanced sizes and few inter-area links is used
in [89] and [90], which solve the associated non-linear minimization problem with simu-
lated annealing and genetic algorithms, respectively. Another approach is proposed in [13,
14,64], where the electrical network is seen as a graph whoseweighted connectivity matrix
is taken as being the admittance matrix. For partitioning the network intok areas, the firstk
eigenvectors of the connectivity matrix are calculated andthe buses are distributed into the
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areas according to their coordinates in the state space formed by thesek first eigenvectors.
The studies differ in what algorithm they use to sort the buses according to their coor-
dinates: [64] uses the leader algorithm and [13] and [14] usea modified centroid sorting
method, based on ak-means algorithm.

The partition problem as formulated in [64] could also be solved directly as a linear
optimization problem, but the computational time increases dramatically when dealing
with large systems, and the identified areas may not be internally connected. Besides,
in the three articles [13, 14, 64], the obtained partitions can be unbalanced in size (with
areas containing very few buses) and, thus, some post-processing step is necessary. To
overcome such shortcomings, some other partitioning methods, which have been applied
in other fields, can be used. These methods give promising results in partitioning with
balanced sizes while ensuring internal connectedness of the areas. In particular, a class
of methods called spectral clustering was used with successfor image segmentation, data
clustering and design of integrated circuits, [91–93], buthas not been applied to power
systems before.

In the studies performed in the next sections of this chapter, we propose partitioning
methods based on both the optimization and the graph theory techniques. In addition,
we mainly use the power system technical criteria such as admittance and transmission
capacity for partitioning the power network.

The second step after identifying the areas is to model them by an equivalent network.
Some of the common methods for equivalencing the original areas such as REI and Ward
equivalents were reviewed in the previous chapter. In this chapter, however, we mainly
focus on the REI equivalents and implement and modify this class of equivalents.

It should be noted that in all three studies of this chapter, both the network partitioning
and network equivalencing steps need to be implemented. Nevertheless, in the first study,
the focus is on the first step and two new partitioning methodsare compared, while in the
second study, the focus is on the second step and improving the REI equivalent. The third
study, on the other hand, uses both the network partitioningand network equivalencing
steps, but suggests to model a power system with more than oneequivalent when enormous
scenarios should be considered. Table 4.1 summarizes the partitioning tools, partitioning
criteria, and contribution focuses of the three studies performed in this chapter.

Table 4.1: A summary on the partitioning tools, partitioning criteria, and contributions
focuses of the three studies performed in this chapter.

Study Partitioning Partitioning Contributions Contributions Other
tool criterion on step 1 on step 2 contributions

Study 1 Both optimization Admittance Comparing two
(Section4.2) and graph theory partitioning methods

Study 2 Optimization Admittance Improving REI
(Section4.3) equivalent

Study 3 Graph theory Both admittance Proposing multi-
(Section4.4) and power flow equivalents
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4.2 A Comparison on Two Partitioning Methods

Motivation

In the first study, application of spectral clustering to power systems will be introduced.
Compared with [13,14,64], the method presented here makes use of advances in the math-
ematical theory lying behind spectral partitioning, and leads directly to partitions with
balanced sizes. In addition, an extension of the formulation from [64] as a linear optimiza-
tion problem is proposed. It ensures balanced areas and connectedness within the areas
while keeping the computation time reasonable. In both cases, the admittance matrix is
taken into consideration, which has the advantage, compared with [89] and [90], of not
only considering the connectivity of the network but also the admittances of the electrical
lines defining this connectivity.

As it was mentioned earlier, the REI equivalents are used in the second step (network
equivalencing) in this study.

The use of these equivalents in multi-area studies is, then,justified by previous works
that have been carried out using them, for example in [94] where the equivalents were vali-
dated by comparing reliability indices, in [95] where it wasused in interchange scheduling
and in [96] for calculating the total transfer capacities.

Together with the use of REI equivalents, the two partitioning methods developed in
this study are comprehensive ways of developing multi-areamodels, starting from a de-
tailed electrical network; gathering nodes that are topologically close in the sense of the
admittance matrix into areas; and applying REI equivalencing to each of these areas to fi-
nally obtain a simplified model of the electrical network. The contribution of this research
lies in the first step: partitioning a power system into areas. In the second step, the existing
REI equivalencing method has been chosen in the scope of thisstudy, but other equivalents
may be chosen for other purposes.

Problem Description

In the following, we consider a power system withn buses and we want to identifiya areas,
A1, . . . ,Aa.

The topological structure of a power system is determined bybuses and electrical lines.
Let V be the set of all buses andE be the set of all lines. The lines are described by their
admittance and by which buses they connect: each line(n,m) of E connecting busesn and
m has an admittanceyn,m. Let G= (V,E) be the graph defined by the vertices (buses) inV
and the edges (lines) inE. In the following, vertices, nodes and buses on the one hand and
edges and lines on the other hand will be used interchangeably.

The connectivity between two vertices can be described by the admittance connect-
ing them. A long electrical line has usually a large impedance and, therefore, a small
admittance, which is why the absolute value of the admittances can be used as a connec-
tivity measure. In graph theory terms, the admittances correspond to the weights of the
edges [97].
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Given the topology of the system, identifying areas in the power system is identical to
identifying areas in the graphG. This can be done by using partitioning techniques from
graph theory. However, before deciding upon which technique to use, a criterion to identify
which buses to aggregate in the same area must be defined. Given the admittance matrix,
it is natural to seek after gathering buses that are stronglyconnected in the same area, and
to identify inter-area lines as the ones that link weakly connected buses, which are likely
to be long lines, by our definition of connectivity. This definition of areas has been used in
power systems and other fields in the previously cited works [13,14,64,91–93]. In the case
of power systems, the long lines are also the ones likely to get large voltage drops and to
be run close to the transmission limits under operation. Hence, the buses in one given area
must be as connected as possible to one another, whereas the connections between buses
in different areas must be as weak as possible. This means that we want to minimize the
sum of the admittances of all inter-area lines and maximize the sum of the admittances of
all intra-area lines. Because the sum of the admittances of all lines in the system takes a
given value, independent of any partitioning, the two problems are equivalent.

Mathematically, the value of the cut between one area,Ai , and the rest,̄Ai can be
defined as, [64],

cut(Ai , Āi) =
1
2 ∑

n∈Ai ,m∈Āi

yn,m. (4.1)

The problem can then be formulated as minimizing the sum of all cut values to find the
minimum cut, or MinCut in the following,:

min
a

∑
i=1

cut(Ai , Āi). (4.2)

Two issues may arise from this formulation as described above in the introduction:

1. “Unbalanced area” issue: the objective function in (4.2)will naturally lead to one
large area and all the other areas with just one node, therefore creating very uneven
areas [98].

2. “Non-connectedness” issue: the obtained areas may not beinternally connected,
thus leading to more areas than initially wanted.

Two approaches to solve (4.2) while addressing these two issues are presented in the
next sub-sections.

Approach 1: Spectral Partitioning

The first partitioning approach considered here is a graph theory-based method, called the
spectral method. We briefly summarize the method here; details are available in [98, 99],
and Publication II. The basic concept of spectral partitioning rests on the analogy that the
second vibrational mode of a vibrating string divides the string into two parts [99].
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The first step in spectral partitioning is to define a similarity matrix for the studied
system showing the strength of connection among different nodes of the system graph.
"Strength of connection," however, can be defined in variousways, and here we use ad-
mittance values among buses. Defining the similarity valuesbetween each pair of system
buses, the weighted adjacency matrixW = (wn,m)n,m=1,N is calculated as follows. If buses
n andm are not connected, thenwn,m=0, otherwisewn,m is equal to the similarity values
(here admittance value) between the two buses. Diagonal elements ofW are assumed to
be zero and the matrix is symmetric, i.e.,wn,m=wm,n. The degree matrixD is then defined
as a diagonal matrix with elements equaldn = ∑N

m=1 wn,m. Using theD andW matrices,
the unnormalized graph Laplacian matrixL is then defined asL = D−W. After that, the
normalized graph Laplacian matrixLsym is calculated asD−1/2LD−1/2. It is proven in [98]
that Lsym is positive semi-definite and hasN nonnegative real-valued eigenvalues. In the
second step, the populark-means clustering algorithm is applied to the first a eigenvectors
corresponding to the first a eigenvalues of the graph’s Laplacian matrixLsym to partition
the system intoa partitions. Reference [98] compares alternative graph Laplacian matrices
and algorithms.

It can be noted that the unnormalized Laplacian matrixL has the same structure as the
admittance matrix in case of power systems, where the shunt reactors, the shunt capacitors,
the line chargings and the phase shift angles of transformers have been omitted: the diag-
onal elements are equal to the opposite of the sum of all otherelements in the considered
row (and column) of the admittance matrix. Therefore, by using the admittance matrix as
the unnormalized Laplacian matrixL to then calculate the normalized LaplacianLsym, it is
completely reasonable to apply the spectral partitioning method to power networks.

Approach 2: Constrained Optimization

The second approach seeks at dividing a large power system insome areas in a way that the
total internal admittance be maximized, or, equivalently,that the total inter-area admittance
be minimized. It is actually a constrained formulation of the min cut given in (4.2). Here,
constraints to ensure balanced area sizes and connectedness within the areas are added to
address the two previously mentioned issues.

In this approach, we use the power system’s admittance matrix as the weight function
in the optimalk-decomposition algorithm introduced in [64]. Since the admittance value
between two buses shows the electrical connectivity between them, using the admittance
values as the weight function will cause the buses with largetransmission capacity to be
placed in the same area, and those with low transferring capacity to be placed in different
areas. The goal of the optimalk-decomposition algorithm is to decompose a weighted,
undirected graph intok clusters, such that thesek clusters are weakly connected [64]. In
order to solve the optimalk-decomposition problem, it is suggested in [64] that one may
approximate this problem by a spectral approach, relying onthe eigenvalues of the Lapla-
cian of the graph. However, this approximation results in a sub-optimal solution [64].
Instead, we adopted the following approach which solves theoptimal k-decomposition
problem in [64] without any approximation. Two binary variables,A andS matrices, are
introduced. TheA matrix shows which buses belong to each area, and theSmatrix deter-
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mines if two buses belong to the same area. For example, if buses 1, 2, and 3 belong to
areas 1, 1, and 2, respectively,A1,1, A2,1, andA3,2 as well asS1,2,1 are equal to one, while
the other elements of these two matrices related to buses 1 - 3are zero. Using these two
matrices, thek-decomposition problem in [64] can be formulated as a linearoptimization
problem as follows

max
a

∑
i=1

N

∑
n=1

N

∑
m=1

Sn,m,iyn,m (4.3)

s.t. An,i +Am,i ≤ 2Sn,m,i +1,∀n,m, i, (4.4)

An,i +Am,i ≥ 2Sn,m,i ,∀n,m, i, (4.5)
a

∑
i=1

An,i = 1,∀n, (4.6)

N

∑
n=1

An,i ≥ Nmin,∀i, (4.7)

Cn,m+
N

∑
p1=1

(Ap1,iCn,p1Cp1,m)

+
N

∑
p1=1

N

∑
p2=1

(Sp1,p2,iCn,p1Cp1,p2Cp2,m)

≥ Sn,m,i ,∀n,m, i,

(4.8)

where

a is the desired number of areas;

Nmin is the minimum of buses per area;

S is a binary matrix whose elementsSn,m,i are equal to 1 if busesn andmbelong to areai,
and 0 otherwise;

A is a binary matrix whose elementsAn,i are equal to 1 if busn belongs to areai, and 0
otherwise;

yn,m is the admittance between busesn andm;

C is a binary matrix whose elementsCn,m are equal to 1 if there is an electrical line between
busesn andm, and 0 otherwise.

The number of areas and the minimum size of the areas can be chosen freely in this
method, whereas the only parameter for the spectral partitioning method of section 4.2 is
the number of areas. Equation (4.3) defines the objective function, which is the sum of
all intra-area admittances. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) define the relation between theSand
A matrices. Equation (4.6) guarantees that each bus belongs only to one area, while (4.7)
makes sure that the total number of buses in each area is more than a given minimum size,
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thus preventing cutting out only one node.Equation (4.8) ensures the internal connected-
ness of each area, in the sense that, for every pair of nodes inan area, there exists a path
between these nodes using only nodes of this area. Without this constraint, areas can be
cut in several disconnected components, thus leading to a solution of the problem in (4.3)
with more areas than decided. In this equation, the connectivity is defined either by a direct
connection, or one bus between two considered buses, or two buses between two consid-
ered buses. However, for having large areas, this constraint should be expanded to consider
longer pathes between the buses in each area. Constraints (4.7) and (4.8) are what differ-
entiates this formulation with the original one in [64]: they ensure balanced sizes across
the areas and connectedness within each area.

The partitioning problem formulated as a linear program is flexible, in the sense that
the objective function can be changed or more constraints added to tune the methods and
refine the partition if this is wanted. This distinguishes itfrom the spectral partitioning
method where no constraints could be added.

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the constrained optimization formulation, the
problem of finding the partitions with as few border buses as possible can be considered.
This problem cannot be solved by the spectral partitioning method. The corresponding
formulation as a constrained optimization problem is:

min
N

∑
n=1

Bn (4.9)

s.t. constraints (4.4)− (4.8) (4.10)

Kn,m =
a

∑
i=1

Sn,m,i,∀n,m, (4.11)

Bn =
N

∑
m=1

(Cn,m(1−Sn,m)) ,∀n. (4.12)

In (4.9),Bn refers to the number of buses connected to busn but which are not in the
same area as busn. So,Bn refers to all border buses, connected to busn and should be kept
in the reduced system. Also,K in (4.11) is a binary matrix, whose elementsKn,m are one
if busesn andm are located in a same area. Constraint (4.12) also defines theBn based on
the elements ofC andK matrices.

Simulation Results and Discussion

Different simulations are performed in Publication II on the two partitioning methods de-
scribed above to clarify the advantages/drawbacks of each method. A summary of these
simulations are provided in the following, while, the readers are referred to Publication II
for the detailed results.

The two partitioning methods are used to get the two three-area partitions of the IEEE
118-bus system. The results of both partitioning methods are presented in figure 4.1.
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(b) Constrained optimization

Figure 4.1: Partition of the IEEE 118 bus system into three areas, by spectral partitioning
and constrained optimization

The REI equivalencing method is then used to model the three areas for the two parti-
tions and the equivalent systems are evaluated through applying 1000 PF and OPF studies.

To summarize the results of these evaluations, the spectralpartitioning method uses
steps that can be carried out very rapidly on a modern computer, such as the computation
of the eigenvalues, and is therefore much faster than the constrained optimization method.
However, partitioning by solving the optimization problemis more flexible, since con-
straints on the areas can be added and the objective functiontuned in the formulation of
the problem as was shown in border bus minimization formulation.

4.3 Improved REI Equivalent

Motivation

Despites the advantages of using REI equivalents, there areseveral issues that are not prop-
erly addressed in previous studies. The first one is about thecharacteristics of the new lines
and buses created during the calculation of the equivalent,such as their voltage limits and
line capacities. Second, previous studies rarely consideroutages of the system components
in obtaining former REI equivalents. Finally, the impacts of high wind penetration on REI
equivalents are not studied, nor are the resulting uncertainties which increase the variabil-
ity in power generation and transmission. The above concerns suggests that there is a need
for a systematic method for system partitioning as well as for a power system equivalent
which is fine-tuned and which includes the system component outages.

In this study, the power system will be partitioned into a pre-determined number of ar-
eas through optimization, using admittance matrix. Using an improved REI method, each
area will then be modeled by a reduced system. The REI method is improved by taking
into account the uncertainties in generation units and transmission lines and by defining an
optimization method for tuning the features of buses and lines in the reduced system. Hav-
ing made these improvements, we can obtain an adaptive REI equivalent which will adjust
itself according to the availability of generators and lines. Finally, the obtained equivalent
will be evaluated in one thousand Monte Carlo scenarios, where the generators’ and lines’
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availability as well as changes in load and wind generation are sampled. Discrepancies
between the results of original system and those of the new and of the old REI equivalent
systems are used as accuracy indicators to highlight the higher accuracy of the proposed
REI method.

The proposed equivalent can be used by system operators and electricity market par-
ticipants to analyze their power systems. In order to use theproposed REI equivalent,
however, the system data should be available, including theadmittance matrix of the orig-
inal system, as well as the information regarding the uncertainties in generators, lines, and
the demands of the system. In addition, since the proposed equivalent is obtained by using
the admittance matrix and power flow studies, application ofthis equivalent is limited to
static power system studies rather than dynamic issues.

Partitioning Method

The focus of this study is on the second step of network aggregation, i.e. network equiva-
lencing rather than the network partitioning. However, thefirst step of any power system
analysis based on network aggregation is to use a suitable algorithm for splitting the power
system into areas. Thus, we also need to use one of the networkpartitioning methods for
defining the area borders. In this study, the network partitioning is performed using the
constrained optimization formulated in the previous section, i.e. optimization (4.3) - (4.8).
However, it is also possible to use other partitioning methods.

Former REI Equivalent

After partitioning the system into a certain number of areas, each of these areas should be
modeled with an appropriate equivalent. In this study, REI equivalent is chosen.

The basic concepts of the REI equivalent were mentioned in chapter 3. Nevertheless,
since the contribution of this study is to improve this equivalent, we need to review the
process of obtaining the REI equivalent for a multi-area power system more precisely.
Thus, in this sub-section, we first review the previous REI equivalent, named former REI
in this study, and then explain the suggested improvements.

The REI equivalents were originally developed by Paul Dimo [100, 101]. They have
also been used in previous multi-area studies, for example in [13,94]. In order to obtain the
REI equivalent for a multi-area power system, the followingprocedure should be followed.

Border buses are defined as buses which have at least one interconnection with a bus
in another area. In each area, the border buses are kept, while all the other buses are
aggregated and replaced by one new load bus and one new generation bus. The buses to be
aggregated will be referred to as non-essential buses. The steps to create the former REI
equivalent of one area, whose border buses and non-essential buses have been identified,
are as follows. Starting from a solved power flow, the first step is to calculate all injections
at the non-essential buses,i, and replace them by admittances,Y0,i . These admittances and
the corresponding injected currents are:
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Y0,n =− S∗n
|Vn|2

(4.13)

In =
S∗n
V∗

n
(4.14)

The superscript * denotes the complex conjugate. At some buses, there can be both
load and generation injections. In this case, the two injections are separated, and thus two
admittances are computed for the buses in question. All these admittances have one end
connected to one non-essential bus, and the other end grounded. These grounded ends are
conceptually gathered into two common buses: one for all admittances coming from loads
and one for those coming from generators. The second step is to create two new buses,
the first one aggregating all productions and the second one aggregating all loads. The
apparent power injections at these two buses are defined as the sum of the apparent power
injections at all the non-essential buses they replace:

Sg,tot =
Ng,a

∑
n=1

Sn (4.15)

Sd,tot =

Nd,a

∑
n=1

Sn (4.16)

Where:
Ng,a Total number of generator buses in areaa.
Nd,a Total number of demand buses in areaa.

The injected currents from the two newly created buses must be, respectively:

Ig,tot =
Ng,a

∑
n=1

In (4.17)

Id,tot =

Nd,a

∑
n=1

In (4.18)

In order for the currents to have these values, the voltages at the two new buses must
be, respectively:

Vg,tot =
Sg,tot

I∗g,tot
(4.19)

Vd,tot =
Sd,tot

I∗d,tot
(4.20)
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Finally, the new generation bus is connected to the common grounded end of the admit-
tances from the non-essential generation buses through an admittanceYg,tot, and the new
load bus to the common grounded end of the admittances from the non-essential load buses
throughYd,tot. The currentsIg,tot andId,tot must flow through these admittances whose val-
ues must then be:

Yg,tot =
S∗g,tot

∣

∣Vg,tot
∣

∣

2 (4.21)

Yd,tot =
S∗d,tot

∣

∣Vd,tot

∣

∣

2 (4.22)

The zero power balance network is defined by the two new commonground buses
with the admittances linking them to the non-essential buses, and the two new load and
generation buses with the admittances linking them to the common ground buses. This
network is lossless for the injections defined in the power flow used to build it. An example
of the creation of a zero power balance network for an area with two border buses and three
non-essential buses can be found in figures 4.2 and 4.3.

Non-essential 

buses 

Border 

buses 

~~

Figure 4.2: Original area system.

During the creation of the zero power balance network, the injections at the non-
essential buses are aggregated and moved to the two new generation and load buses. Fur-
thermore, there is no injection at the new common ground buses. Therefore, the non-
essential buses and the ground buses can be eliminated by network reduction, leaving an
equivalent network where only the border buses and the two newly created generation and
load buses are retained. For the example in figure 4.3, the area after network reduction is
illustrated in figure 4.4.

The reader who is interested in getting further details about the REI equivalents is
referred to [62, 85, 102]. One important observation regarding the equivalent calculation
is the conflict between its accuracy and its efficiency. If theoriginal system is partitioned
into a large number of areas, each area will contain fewer buses and the total number of
border buses will be larger. As a result, fewer buses will disappear when computing the
REI equivalents. The overall equivalent of the power systemin question will therefore
provide more accurate simulation results. In contrast, if the original system is partitioned
into a small number of areas, it will lead to a smaller equivalent system and therefore a
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Figure 4.3: Zero power balance network.

~Sd,tot 

Border 

buses 

Sg,tot 

Figure 4.4: Area after network reduction.

lower computational burden when simulations are performedfor this equivalent. Thus, the
selection of the appropriate number of areas,a, and the appropriate size of the equivalent
system depends on the desired accuracy and efficiency. The trade-off between these two
factors should be considered when defining the suitable equivalent.

Extended REI Equivalent

• Considering uncertainty in the REI equivalent
The REI equivalent presented in the previous section, called former REI in this study,
does not consider the uncertainties in the statuses of the lines and generators, which
may arise as outages in these components or fluctuations of wind generation. In our
study, the REI equivalent has been extended to take such cases into account. To do
so, the power flow results of a number of probable states of thesystem - instead
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of only one - are used for replacing the generators and loads with corresponding
admittances. Accordingly,Vi , Ii , andSi in equations (4.13) - (4.18) are replaced by
the following values:

Vn =
K

∑
k=1

pk×Vn,k (4.23)

In =
K

∑
k=1

pk× In,k (4.24)

Sn =
K

∑
k=1

pk×Sn,k (4.25)

In the former REI equivalent, power flow results of one operating point are used
to obtain the admittance values of the equivalent system, while following (4.23)
- (4.25), K operating points of the original system are involved in obtaining the
REI equivalent. TheseK operating points are obtained by sampling the probability
distributions for the loads, wind power, and the outage rates of transmission lines
and generators. The outage rates are supposed to be independent of the probability
distributions of the loads and wind power. Letk be one of theK cases, and assume
that the outage rate in this case isqk while the outcomes of wind power and the loads
occur with a joint probability equal toπk. Then, the probability of this scenario
is pk=qkπk. The outcome of the outage rates determines the statuses of the lines
and generators. A power flow is solved with these statuses andthe outcomes of
the loads and wind power, giving the valuesVi,k, Ii,k andSi,k in equations (4.23) -
(4.25). This improvement makes it possible to use the REI equivalent model not
only for the base case of the system but also for all possible combinations of lines
and generators. It should, however, be mentioned that for the system partitioning, it
is assumed that a fixed admittance matrix is used, with all lines available, and line
outages do not change the system partitioning. With this assumption, when updating
the REI equivalent due to the unavailability of lines or generators, one does not need
to change the topology of REI equivalent, but to adjusts the admittance values in this
extended REI equivalent.

• Fine tuning the component properties in REI equivalent
When the REI equivalents are computed for the areas, new intra-area lines with new
admittances appear, with the transmission limits not clearly set. The common ap-
proach in multi-area modelling is to neglect the internal transmission constraints
within the areas [61, 103]. Although such an approach may be reasonable, our
method obviously increases the accuracy of the REI equivalent by taking into ac-
count the transmission limits of the intra-area lines of thereduced areas.

Moreover, in the former REI method, there is no mechanism fordetermining the
voltage limits in new generator and load buses. These two issues are addressed in this
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study via the following mechanism. Since power transfer between two neighbouring
buses is a direct function of the admittance value between them (see (4.26)), the
elements of the admittance matrix of the reduced equivalentsystem could be used to
define the internal transmission limits in each area.

Pn,m = Re
{

Vn× y∗n,m×V∗
m

}

= f (yn,m) (4.26)

Where:

Pn,m Transferred power from busi to j.

Vn Voltage phasor at busn.

yn,m Admittance value between busesi and j.

For this purpose, ana×a matrix, calledM matrix, is introduced and its elements are
multiplied by the admittances of the corresponding area to calculate the maximum
line capacities in that area. For example, element (1,1) of thisM matrix will be mul-
tiplied by the admittance values of each internal line in thefirst area to define the
line limits of the area. Furthermore, element (1,2) of theM matrix can be similarly
multiplied by the admittance values of the lines between thefirst and second areas to
determine the limits of the lines between areas one and two. It is clear that this ma-
trix should be in the order ofa×a and its off-diagonal elements are symmetric. The
elements of this matrix as well as the voltage limits in generator and load buses can
be considered as optimization variables and will be adjusted through a kind of opti-
mization, namely adjusting optimization. The objective function and the constraints
of this optimization are expressed in equations (4.27) - (4.33).

min
K

∑
k=1

Pk×







wT ×
[

a
∑

i1=1

a
∑

i2=1

∣

∣OTi1,i2,k−ETi1,i2,k
∣

∣

]

wC×|OCk−ECk|+wL ×|OLk−ELk|






(4.27)

s.t. OTi1,i2,k =
N

∑
n=1
n∈i1

N

∑
m=1
n∈i2

OPn,m,k,∀i1, i2,k,(i1 6= i2) (4.28)

ETi1,i2,k =
N

∑
n=1
n∈i1

N

∑
m=1
n∈i2

EPn,m,k,∀i1, i2,k,(i1 6= i2) (4.29)

OLk =
N

∑
n=1

(OPg
n,k−OPd

n,k) (4.30)

ELk =
N

∑
n=1

(EPg
n,k−EPd

n,k) (4.31)
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min OCk =
Ng

∑
n=1

[

bn×OPg
n,k

]

(a)

s.t. OPg
n,k = OPd

n,k+Re

{

Vn,k×
N
∑

m=1
y∗n,m×V∗

m,k

}

,∀n (b)

OQg
n,k = OQd

n,k+ Im

{

Vn,k×
N
∑

m=1
y∗n,m×V∗

m,k

}

,∀n (c)
√

OP2
n,m,k+OQ2

n,m,k ≤ OSn,m,max,∀n (d)

|Vn|min ≤
∣

∣Vn,k

∣

∣≤ |Vn|max,∀n (e)
OPn,min ≤ OPg

n,k ≤ OPn,max,∀n ( f )
OQn,min ≤ OQg

n,k ≤ OQn,max,∀n (g)
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min ECk =
Ng

∑
n=1

[

bn×EPg
n,k

]

(a)

s.t. EPg
n,k = EPd

n,k+Re

{

Vn,k×
N
∑

m=1
y∗n,m×V∗

m,k

}

,∀n (b)

EQg
n,k = EQd

n,k+ Im

{

Vn,k×
N
∑

m=1
y∗n,m×V∗

m,k

}

,∀n (c)
√

EP2
n,m,k+EQ2

n,m,k ≤ ESn,m,max,∀n (d)

|Vn|min ≤
∣

∣Vn,k
∣

∣≤ |Vn|max,∀n (e)
EPn,min≤ EPg

n,k ≤ EPn,max,∀n ( f )
EQn,min ≤ EQg

n,k ≤ EQn,max,∀n (g)

ESn,m,max= |yn,m|×
a
∑

i1=1

a
∑

i2=1
[mi1,i2 ×Ai1,n×Ai2,m] ,∀n,m (h)

∣

∣Vgd
∣

∣

min ≤
∣

∣Vd,k
∣

∣≤
∣

∣Vgd
∣

∣

max,
∣

∣Vgd
∣

∣

min ≤
∣

∣Vg,k
∣

∣≤
∣

∣Vgd
∣

∣

max (i)
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(4.33)

Where:

ECk Operation cost of the equivalent system for contingencyk.

EPd
i,k Demand ofi-th bus of the equivalent system for contingencyk.

EPg
i,k Active generation ofi-th bus of the equivalent system for contingencyk.

EQg
i,k Reactive generation ofi-th bus of the equivalent system for contingencyk.

ESi,j,max Maximum apparent power transferred from busi to j in equivalent system.

ELk Loss in the equivalent system for contingencyk.

EPi,j,k Active transferred power from busi to j for contingencyk in equivalent
system.

EQi,j,k Reactive transferred power from busi to j for contingencyk in equivalent
system.

ETa1,a2,kTotal transferred power from areaa1 to a2 for contingencyk in equivalent
system.
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OCk Operation cost of the original system for contingencyk.

OPd
i,k Demand ofi-th bus of the original system for contingencyk.

OPg
i,k Active generation ofi-th bus of the original system for contingencyk.

OQg
i,k Reactive generation ofi-th bus of the original system for contingencyk.

OSi,j,max Maximum apparent power transferred from busi to j in original system.

OLk Loss in the original system for contingencyk.

OPi,j,k Active transferred power from busi to j for contingencyk in original system.

OQi,j,k Reactive transferred power from busi to j for contingencyk in original
system.

OTa1,a2,k Total transferred power from areaa1 to a2 for contingencyk in original
system.

wC Cost weight factor used in adjusting optimization to set theaccuracy of
getting the same operation cost in original and equivalent systems.

wL Loss weight factor used in adjusting optimization to set theaccuracy of
getting the same total losses in original and equivalent systems.

wT Transmission weight factor used in adjusting optimizationto set the accu-
racy of getting the same transferred power among areas in original and equivalent
systems.

The objective function (4.27) is to caculate the weighted absolute deviation between
the results of AC OPF in the original system and those in the equivalent system. The
first term concerns the difference between the transferred powers among the areas,
the second one shows the difference in operation costs, and the last one exhibits the
difference between the losses in both systems. Three weighting factors can be used
to normalize the objective function items. Constraints (4.28) and (4.29) define the
transferred powers among the areas in the original and equivalent systems, respec-
tively, while in (4.30) and (4.31) the same applies for system losses.

One essential point regarding adjusting optimization is that there are two internal
optimizations as the constraints on this optimization. These internal optimizations
are the AC OPF in the original and equivalent systems, as specified in (4.32) and
(4.33), respectively. In these two internal optimizations, constraint (a) defines the
objective function of AC OPF which is the sum of all generation costs and should
be minimized. Equations (b) and (c) keep the active and reactive power balance at
each bus. Equation (d) guarantees the line flow limit while (e), (f), and (g) check the
limitations of the voltage magnitude, active power, and reactive power at each bus.
It can be seen that the second internal optimization, equation (4.33), has two more
constraints. Constraint (h) of equation (4.33) defines the maximum apparent power
transferred from busn to m in the equivalent system by multiplying the admittance
value between these two buses by the element of theM matrix which corresponds
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to the areas of these two buses,mi1,i2. It should be noted that the elements of theM
matrix and the maximum apparent powers are fixed parameters in the internal opti-
mization, while being optimization variables in the external optimization. Likewise,
in constraint (i) of equation (4.33), which controls the voltage magnitude in the new
generator/demand buses, the maximum and minimum voltage magnitudes are fixed
parameters in the internal optimization, and optimizationvariables in the external
optimization.

• A review of the advantages of the extended REI equivalent
The advantages of the extended REI equivalent over the former REI equivalent can
be summarized as follows:

• The parameters of the former REI equivalent are obtained based on one oper-
ating point of the original system, whereas various operating points are used
in the extended REI equivalent. This allows the latter to consider variations in
power generation and consumption as well as outages in transmission lines and
generators.

• Unlike the former REI, the proposed method takes into account the intra-area
transmission limits, and consequently increases the accuracy of the REI equiv-
alent for estimating the behaviour of the original system.

• An adjusting optimization is introduced for defining the unknown parameters
of the REI equivalent, such as the voltage limits of new generator and load
buses. Thus, compared to the former REI equivalent, the extended REI equiv-
alent can be better tuned so as to provide more accurate simulation results.

The whole procedure of the proposed method in this study can be summarized in
three steps. First, the number of areas and the minimum number of buses per area
were selected. The area borders were then defined through partitioning optimiza-
tion. Finally, each area was modeled by the improved REI equivalent, and adjusting
optimization was used to define the properties of the REI equivalent obtained.

Simulation Results and Discussion

The suggested methodology was applied to two IEEE test systems to evaluate its effective-
ness. Both the former and the extended REI equivalents were computed so as to assess the
new extended REI equivalent. For simulation of partitioning optimization, solver CPLEX
in GAMS software was used, while adjusting optimization wassolved with the help of
MATPOWER toolbox as well as some other minimization functions of MATLAB [53].

Since two important improvements have been introduced here(i.e. applying contingen-
cies and tuning the properties), three systems were subsequently considered in simulations
to examine the results of these improvements separately. Method 2 involves only the first
improvement, which means the REI equivalent is obtained, taking into account possible
contingencies, whereas no adjusting optimization being applied. Method 3 involves only
the second improvement, using the adjusting optimization to obtain the REI equivalent,
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while no contingency being considered. Method 4 considers both of these improvements
at the same time. Finally, method 1 deals with the former REI equivalent and is applied to
evaluate the three methods suggested above.

Detailed simulation results of all methods, including a) the considered load/wind sce-
narios, b) the simulation results of power network partitioning and adjusting optimization,
and c) comparison of the simulation times of all methods are presented in Publication III.
However, a summary of these results is give in the following.

Simulations results for all of the considered methods and for both case systems are
summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. These results include power transfers across areas, total
operation costs, and total system losses. For each of these factors, the average values of the
differences between the results of the proposed method and those of the original system
in Monte Carlo scenarios are presented. Correlated sampling technique [104] is used for
calculating the average differences. According to this technique, we first calculated the
simulation results of the original system and of all REI equivalent systems, obtained by
the four methods, for each Monte Carlo scenario. Next, we calculated the absolute values
of the differences between the results of all the four equivalent systems and those of the
original system for this special Monte Carlo scenario. Finally, the average of all these
absolute values was computed for each outcome.

Table 4.2: Normalized difference between the results of theequivalent systems and those
of the original system for the IEEE 30-bus system obtained byMonte Carlo simulation
(%).

Variable Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4

Power Transfer from area 1 to 2 14.87 2.71 2.84 2.23
Power Transfer from area 1 to 3 65.69 3.91 5.30 4.81
Power Transfer from area 2 to 3 58.65 11.93 11.66 7.94

Total Operation Cost 3.33 0.09 0.22 0.06
Total Loss in the System 12.29 4.37 10.42 2.60

Table 4.3: Normalized difference between the results of theequivalent systems and those
of the original system for the IEEE 118-bus system obtained by Monte Carlo simulation
(%).

Variable Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4

Power Transfer from area 1 to 3 95.40 36.97 9.55 11.38
Power Transfer from area 2 to 3 11.71 3.13 7.59 7.29

Total Operation Cost 1.90 0.46 1.02 0.79
Total Loss in the System 12.07 7.99 5.50 3.75

To summarize, for the IEEE 30-bus system, method 4 gives the best REI equivalent for
all outputs except power transfer between areas 1 and 3. Thismeans that both improve-
ments considered in the study result in a better equivalent for this system. The same can
be said of the IEEE 118-bus system in terms of system losses. However, if total opera-
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tion costs or power transfer is considered important, the results are different. Therefore,
to choose among methods 2-4, one should prioritize the method which has the best result
regarding the variable considered as the most important.

Although there is variation in terms of the accuracy of the different output variables,
with the use of methods 2-4, they have all provided much better results than those produced
by the former REI method. This means that both improvements proposed in this study
provide better equivalent models for the original systems in terms of estimating system
losses, operation costs, and power transfer across areas.

4.4 An Improved Network Aggregation for Planning Power Systems
with Correlated Wind and Loads

Motivation

In this study, we propose an improved power system aggregation method for creating multi-
area representations of power systems that yields more accurate estimates of the quantities
required by planners when they need to consider enormous scenarios. To do so, similar
to the previous studies, a large power system is first partitioned into areas. An equivalent
for each partition is created. And, finally a complete equivalent for the original system is
obtained. Nevertheless, an important difference between this study and the previous studies
is that the mentioned process is repeated for each of severalscenario groups that represent
similar scenarios of renewable output, loads, and outages.Tailoring the equivalent for
different conditions increases the fidelity of the approximation to the original full network,
as we show in the case studies.

To summarize, the partitioning and equivalencing method proceeds as follows in this
study. First, the large scale power system is divided into smaller areas based on a suitable
partitioning criterion that accounts for renewable, load,and outage conditions. The crite-
rion is based on available transfer capability (ATC) between each pair of buses. Next, the
internal system of each area is replaced by a smaller equivalent. To create the equivalents,
the border buses of each area are kept and the internal buses are eliminated by a network
reduction method. Then, the whole reduced system is simulated, calculating the generator
dispatch, power transferred among areas, electricity prices by area, total system losses, and
total operations cost. The results of this simulation are then compared to a simulation of
the original network in order to assess the accuracy of the obtained equivalent.

The contributions of our method relative to previous work [15,28,29,63,67,86]concern
both power network partitioning and power network reduction (equivalencing). Regarding
system partitioning, the first innovation of our method is that it does not require the user to
prespecify certain information. It is unnecessary for the user to pre-define the partitioned
areas (unlike [15,63,67]), as our procedure automaticallyoptimizes the areas based, in part,
on congestion patterns. Nor is the user required to pre-select contested lines (unlike [86]
which iteratively uses expert judgment to choose congestedlines to retain in the system
prior to aggregating buses into areas), although, as we explain below, the user has the option
of doing so. The second innovation regarding partitioning is the use of ATC as the criterion
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for dividing the system into areas (unlike [28] and [29]). This allows both economic and
technical aspects of the system to be considered. The third innovation is that our method
uses an efficient and effective graph partitioning approach, spectral method [98], to analyze
the ATCs and partition the system buses into subareas.

Turning to innovations regarding equivalencing of subsystems, they include the follow-
ing. First, unlike previous studies that consider just one area at a time and create a network
equivalent that consists of a detailed model of the area together with aggregations of neigh-
boring areas, we obtain an equivalent subsystem for each of several areas and then create
one equivalent for the whole system by joining the area equivalents. This allows us to study
the interactive effects of areas on each other more accurately. The second innovation of
our method is its differentiation of the aggregation by system load, wind, and/or equipment
availability conditions, which affect ATC and thus the economic coupling of different ar-
eas. We do this by clustering hours with similar conditions and obtaining various scenario
groups. By creating separate network reductions for each scenario group and modeling the
original system with more than one equivalent system, more accurate simulation results
are obtained.

Problem Description

In this study, similar to the previous studies, the partitions are determined based on electri-
cal and other characteristics and then an equivalent is obtained for each partition. However,
this partitioning can be constrained by the user, for instance if the system operator is con-
cerned with power transfers or potential lines between two particular areas of the system.
In such cases, the partition can be constrained so that the areas of concern are preserved
as separate areas; further, even particular buses or lines might be prohibited from being
aggregated with others. An example of such a case is given in our case study, below.

Additionally, unlike the partitioning methods in [15,28,29,63,67] which consider one
area at a time and simulate only generators and loads in the studied area while generators
and loads in neighboring areas are modeled just with admittances and buses, our method,
in contrast, models generation and loads in all areas simultaneously.

For the sake of network partitioning, Papaemmanouil and Andersson [28] argue that a
combination of market- and system-based methods is the bestapproach to power system
partitioning. We agree, and in order to reflect both of these aspects, we use ATC values
between different buses as the partitioning criterion in the method of this study. ATC rep-
resents possible power transfers between buses and therefore is a function of the network’s
physical properties. However, network economics are strongly tied to ATC, because if the
ATC between two buses is high, power transfers between them are facilitated, and therefore
their electricity prices will tend to be similar.

We propose to use the ATC matrix, which includes the ATC valuebetween every pos-
sible pair of buses, as the similarity matrix in spectral partitioning, an approach that has
not been proposed previously for power system aggregation.

Figure 4.5 is a flow chart for our implementation of this partitioning algorithm. In
addition, our overall procedure is shown in figure 4.6. This flowchart includes steps for
identifying the scenario groups, calculating the ATC matrix for each scenario group, sys-
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tem partitioning by the spectral method, and reducing the internal system of all obtained
partitions for calculating the final equivalent.

Fig. 1.  Flowchart for power system partitioning portion of the proposed 

aggregation method Figure 4.5: Flowchart for power system partitioning portion of the proposed aggregation
method.

Proposed Algorithm Description

The proposed overall aggregation method for making equivalents for large scale power
systems, suitable for static power system studies, involves four steps as follows (figure
4.6).

• Step 1: Group Scenarios
Due to variability in power system loads, equipment availability, and renewable en-
ergy production, system planners often study hundreds or even thousands of load
and production scenarios. In addition, since we obtain system equivalents using
ATC which in turn depends on system conditions, the set of system scenarios should
be divided into similar groups by clustering or other approaches. A distinct network
aggregation can then be created for each group (Steps 2 - 4).
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Fig. 2.  Complete flowchart of the proposed method for making equivalents 

for large power systems Figure 4.6: Complete flowchart of the proposed method for making equivalents for large
power systems.

Historical load and wind data and maintenance records can beinputs to developing
scenarios [32, 34, 105, 106]; experimental design methods can be used to define a
set of scenarios that matches the statistical moments or other characteristics of past
data [107, 108] or to reduce the required number of randomly generated scenarios
[32, 33]. It is crucial, for instance, to consider relationships among wind outputs at
different sites (e.g., based upon correlations of wind speeds), as well as among loads
at different buses. In the case studies of this papersection, we consider past wind and
load data over a study period and divide the study period intosubperiods according
to the level of load and wind production. Then the correlation coefficients among
different loads and wind power generators are calculated within different subperiods.
Finally, wind and load scenarios for each scenario group aregenerated based on the
corresponding correlations [105, 109]. The number of scenario groups depends on
the study period and the desired accuracy. The longer the study period or the greater
the variability in system conditions, the greater the number of scenario groups that
should be considered to attain the desired accuracy of network aggregation results.

An important observation regarding the scenarios in different scenario groups is that
they are obtained based on the historical data of the system and are used by the
method to partition the system and develop the equivalent systems. Then for each
equivalent system, optimal power flows are solved using loads and renewable gen-
eration patterns that are similar to the patterns assumed indefining the equivalents.
In order to obtain accuracy improvements from tailoring theequivalent system to
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system load and variable generation conditions, it is necessary to assume that data
used in the OPF calculations are comparable to the historical data.

• Step 2: ATC matrices calculation: Group Scenarios
After identifying the scenario groups, an expected ATC matrix is calculated for each
group. One way to do this is to calculate the ATC matrix for each scenario in a
group and calculate the probability-weighted average overthe scenarios. But this
calculation requires a significant effort, which conflicts with our goal of making
the system analysis faster. So, instead of calculating the ATC for each scenario
in the group, we suggest that only one ATC calculation be donefor each group,
using the mean load, wind, and perhaps equipment availability values within each
scenario group. This limits the number of ATC matrices to be calculated to the
number of scenario groups. The obtained ATC values between each of the pairs of
buses for a group defines the ATC matrix to be used as that group’s similarity matrix
in the power system partitioning procedure of figure 4.5. Equation (4.34) is used to
calculate the ATC between busesn andm in scenario groupsg [110,111].

ATCsg(n,m) = TTCsg(n,m)−TRMsg(n,m)−CBMsg(n,m)−ETCsg(n,m), ∀sg,n,m

(4.34)

In (4.34), TTC stands for Total Transfer Capability, referring to the total power
which can be transferred between two buses that causes no thermal overloads, volt-
age limit violations or voltage collapse.TRM, for Transmission Reliability Margin,
is the amount of transfer capability reserved, accounting for the reliability of the
transmission system.CBM, the Capacity Benefit Margin, is the amount of the trans-
fer capability kept to ensure access to generation between interconnected systems,
considering generation reliability requirements.ETC (from [111] and [112]) stands
for existing transmission commitments which denotes the existing flows in MW. To
make the ATC calculation easier, it is suggested in [112,113] to approximate (4.34)
with (4.35):

ATCsg(n,m)≈ TTCsg(n,m)−ETCsg(n,m), ∀sg,n,m (4.35)

The result of this step is an expected ATC matrix for each of the defined scenario
groups.

The potential importance of extreme or worst case scenariosin planning can be re-
flected in the above procedure in two ways. First, it is possible to define scenario
groups that include only extreme scenarios, or even to definea single extreme sce-
nario of interest as a separate scenario group. This resultsin having some scenario
groups with extreme mean values, which ensures that ATCs reflect those conditions.
Second, although the conditional means for load and wind in each group are used for
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ATC calculations, more extreme conditions (from among the scenarios in the group)
would be considered in the OPF or other studies conducted using the equivalent
system.

Security criteria can be readily considered when calculating the ATC matrix for each
scenario group by constraining the network flows in the ATC calculation through di-
rect imposition of anN−1 criterion, or by randomizing the availability of generators
and line [111, 113]. However, for simplicity, security indices are not considered in
the ATC calculations of this study and we only consider variations in winds and
loads in those calculations.

• Step 3: Partitioning the system for each scenario group: Group Scenarios
In this step, the calculated ATC matrices are used as inputs to the power system
partitioning procedure summarized by the flowchart of Fig. 1. In addition, for each
scenario group, the number of areasa into which the system should be divided also
needs to be defined. Selection of this number depends on both the desired accu-
racy and available computational capability. Accuracy is relevant because the higher
the desired accuracy, the greater the number of areas shouldbe selected, while the
computational capability limits the number of areas that can be considered. If the
original system is partitioned into a larger number of areas, each area will contain
fewer buses and the total number of border buses will be larger. Therefore, fewer
buses will be eliminated in the equivalent system and the equivalent should provide
more accurate simulation results. On the other hand, a larger equivalent system will
impose more computational burden in the simulations. Thus,there is a trade-off be-
tween the desired accuracy and computational effort when selecting the appropriate
number of areasa.

• Step 4: Reducing intra-area systems and obtaining the final equivalent
After the areas for a particular scenario group (sg) are defined, the next step is to
reduce the internal system of each area to a smaller set of (near) equivalent buses.
To do so, all the buses in each area are divided into two sub-sets: essential and
non-essential buses. The essential buses are predefined by the user and include all
border buses and critical buses that the user has a particular interest in and wishes
to preserve, while all other buses go to non-essential group. A critical bus might be
selected because flows on one or more of its lines might be of concern (for instance,
to monitor flows and exchanges between two areas of interest,or because a line
might be added to that bus). Then, in order to reduce the intra-area system as much
as possible, the generators and loads in non-essential buses are each allocated to their
closest border bus, defined as the border bus to which it has the strongest electric
connection based on the admittance matrix of intra-area system. For instance, this
means that for each non-essential generator bus, the borderbus in its area that has the
highest connecting admittance to the generator’s bus is identified and the generator
is moved to that border bus.
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A network reduction method is then used for each area and eliminates all non-border
buses by updating the admittance matrix elements of that intra-area system as fol-
lows [15,28].

YOriginal =

(

YE,E YE,N

YN,E YN,N

)

(4.36)

YReduced=
(

YE,E −YE,NY−1
N,NYN,E

)

(4.37)

TheYE,E andYN,N represent the parts of admittance matrix of the original system in-
cluding the essential and non-essential buses, respectively. TheYE,N (andYN,E) also
includes the connecting admittances among the essential and non-essential buses.

By removing the non-essential buses in all areas, only the essential buses remain
in each area. So, the number of the total remaining buses across all areas depends
both on the number of areas to which the whole system is divided as well as the
number of essential border buses in each area. The final obtained system is used as
the equivalent for the original large scale power system in static studies.

Simulation Results and Discussion

To evaluate the proposed method, the IEEE 118-bus test system and Polish 3120-bus power
system are aggregated below and the quality of the resultingproduction cost estimates are
assessed relative to the original network. Historical datafrom the Swedish system are used
to generate simulated wind power time series for these test systems [114]. Simulations are
done using the MATLAB R2010a software.

Three cases are considered for each of the two systems, each involving a different
method. Their results are then compared to the original, full network.

• Case 1: Admittance-based fixed partitions
This case is based on [68], in which the admittance matrix is used as the similarity
matrix when partitioning the system.

• Case 2: ATC-based fixed partitions
The proposed ATC matrix-based method here is applied to the test systems but all
the system scenarios are contained in a single scenario group (SG= 1).

• Case 3: ATC-based changing partitions
This case divides the system scenarios into three scenario groups (SG= 3), and one
equivalent system is obtained for each group based on the ATCmatrix of that group.

Thus, the first two cases each yield one network reduction apiece, while the third case
yields three reductions. Comparing the three cases allows us to explore the impact of
partition method on the accuracy of results, as well as the effect of tailoring the aggregation
to subgroups of scenarios.
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For all three cases, we simulate production costs, prices, load flows, and losses for the
equivalent systems. We then compare those results with those for the original network to
assess the error resulting from aggregation. The detailed simulation results of this study
can be found in Publication IV, however, a review on this results in given here.

As an example of the results, figure 4.7 shows the best partitions of the IEEE test case
for the first two scenario groups of Case 3 (ATC-based changing partitions). They are very
different because the ATC matrices resulting from Step 2 differ greatly.

ized error for the three cases for the IEEE 118 bus system and justify. 

 
Fig. 3.  The best partitioning for Case 3 (ATC based changing partitions), the first and second scenario groups, area number a = 6. 

Figure 4.7: The best partitioning for Case 3 (ATC based changing partitions), the first and
second scenario groups, area numbera = 6..

The obtained equivalents for the three cases are tested to assess their accuracy relative
to the original unaggregated net-work for both the IEEE testand Polish systems. In this
comparison, we use an AC optimal power flow (OPF) to simulate both the original and
equivalent systems for each of the sampled 150 hours. Based on those results, we calculate
the normalized error resulting from the approximation, expressed as the average (absolute
value) percentage of the original (unaggregated network) values. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show
the normalized error for the three cases for the IEEE 118-bussystem and Polish 3120-bus
system, respectively.

It can be seen from these tables that methods based on admittance and ATC-matrices
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Table 4.4: normalized error in the results of equivalent systems obtained for IEEE 118-bus
system using different partition methods.

Case Total operation cost Total losses of Average inter-area Bus electricity Reduction in OPF
number of the system (%) the system (%) transferred power (%) prices (%) solution time (%)

Case 1 0.64 12.07 52.43 3.71 9.4
Case 2 0.58 11.82 18.54 2.18 6.7
Case 3 0.31 4.75 2.20 0.56 1.2

Table 4.5: normalized error in the results of equivalent systems obtained for Polish 3120-
bus system using different partition methods.

Case Total operation cost Total losses of Average inter-area Bus electricity Reduction in OPF
number of the system (%) the system (%) transferred power (%) prices (%) solution time (%)

Case 1 0.06 13.67 64.28 1.39 92.4
Case 2 0.53 27.12 29.78 8.44 91.5
Case 3 0.02 0.26 8.97 0.34 90.8

with fixed partitions (Cases 1, 2) yield different results. For the IEEE 118 bus system,
using ATC-based fixed partitions (Case 2) gives much better results, especially for power
transfers. But for the Polish system, the admittance-basedmethod (Case 1) is more accu-
rate in most cases, particularly for total cost and prices. However, for both systems, Case
3 is most accurate: using ATC-matrices with changing partitions reduces errors by up to
an order of magnitude or more relative to Cases 1 and 2. This can be due to very different
power flows in different scenario groups, which results in distinct system partitions among
the scenario groups. This effect can clearly be seen in figure4.7 where the areas change
considerably between scenario groups 1 and 2.

To compare the computational speed of the three simulation approaches, the last col-
umn of Tables 4.4 and 4.5 shows the percent reduction in simulation time of the equivalent
systems compared to AC OPF for the original system. This reduction is net of the time
required to obtain the equivalent network, which is greaterfor the ATC method because of
the need to obtain pairwise ATC values to populate the ATC matrix. But for large systems,
this disadvantage of the ATC methods is negligible because the improvements in OPF so-
lution times dwarf the times needed to obtain the reduced system. This is most evident
for the large, Polish system, where computation times were reduced by more than 90%;
for the 118 bus IEEE network, however, time savings were small, indicating that the effort
required to reduce the network in that case is difficult to justify.

To conclude, the examples showed that whether (1) admittance-based or (2) ATC-based
partitioning (same for all scenarios) is better depends on the system. However, (3) ATC-
based partitioning with different partitions for different scenario groups yielded large re-
ductions in errors for network flows, production costs, nodal prices, and resistance losses.
This is because the congestion patterns for different sets of net load conditions can dif-
fer tremendously. These results imply that system partitioning should be differentiated by
system condition, and that ATC-based partitioning can result in large improvements in es-
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timates of system behavior while significantly lowering computation times relative to the
original network.





Chapter 5

Contributions to the Generation
Aggregation

This chapter discusses the performed study of this thesis onthe topic of generation aggre-
gation by reviewing the analysis completed in this area.

Regarding the generation aggregation, we have focused on the aggregation of renew-
able energy resources in this thesis, rather than the conventional generation. An important
analysis is considered in the area of renewable energy aggregation. This study considers the
total wind power calculation and suggests an algorithm for approximating the total wind
power production of some wind power units with correlated wind speeds. This analysis is
summarized in the following.

5.1 Simulation of Total Wind Power Production

Background

Nowadays, wind power is considered as an important option for electricity generation in
many power systems and any power system study needs to take this type of production into
account when designing the future system. However, modeling the wind power production
is more challenging than other power plants since it dependson wind speed and, there-
fore, includes more uncertainties. This means that when compared to the thermal power
generations, wind power has not the possibility of storing and controllability which result
in more challenges for modeling it. In addition, in many power system simulations like
Monte Carlo study, many random scenarios should be generated for the production of all
system power plants and in case of wind power plants, different wind speed correlation
among various sites should be considered in generating random scenarios for wind power
production and only few measurements cannot be directly used when future wind power
will be spread out over larger areas. So, to be able to estimate the wind power production
variability as precisely as possible, wind speed distribution for all wind units as well as the
correlation coefficients among them should be clearly known.

73
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One important application of having such estimation of the total wind power production
for some wind power units is power system reliability analyses and in particular multi-area
reliability calculations. The concept of multi-area reliability was investigated by Pereira in
[61] and especially by Singh in [103,115–118]. According tothese papers, different power
production levels and their probability distribution for each generator should be known
and considered in reliability indices calculation. In caseof wind generation, not only the
wind speed probability distributions but also the correlation coefficients among all wind
power units should be known to obtain the probabilistic distribution of total wind power
production. This issue is more challenging in multi-area reliability simulation because in
addition to considering the wind correlation inside each area, wind correlations among
different areas should also be considered in obtaining the probability distribution for total
wind power production of each area.

It should be mentioned that like other natural phenomena, atleast, two types of correla-
tion can be defined for the wind speed, called temporal and spatial correlation [119–122].
The temporal correlation defines the coherency between the values of a wind speed at an
especial wind site in different time moments. In contrast, the spatial correlation describes
the relationship among wind speeds at different wind sites [122]. In this study, we have
only focused on spatial correlation and the time-series based correlations are not of inter-
est while the method can be further developed to include the temporal correlations also in
future works.

Different issues related to wind power production are considered in many papers and
reports, previously. For instance, wind speed forecastingand probability distributions, used
for wind speed modeling, are introduced in [123] and [124]. Based on these references,
there are various distribution functions which can be used for wind speed approximation
though Rayleigh and Weibull distributions are the usual distribution functions, used for
wind speed simulations. According to [123], selecting one model for wind speed depends
on the application and, therefore, different models give different results for various wind
power studies.

Some techniques for generating correlated Rayleigh and correlated Weibull random
numbers are presented in [125–127]. These techniques, which mostly generate correlated
random numbers for the communication theory purposes, showthat, unlike the Normal
distribution, it is not so easy to generate correlated random numbers based on Rayleigh and
Weibull distributions. This difficulty is due to complicated mathematical and programing
processes, required for simulating mentioned algorithms in these papers.

In [128] and [129], the impacts of wind power production modeling on power system
operational analysis like economic dispatch and thermal generation unit commitment are
investigated. The former has used the estimated Weibull distributions for wind speed simu-
lation while in the latter, historical data of 18 locations in Netherland are used for modeling
the wind power production.

In [130–133], wind power modeling, suitable for reliability studies, is described. It
is emphasized in [130] that, firstly, finding suitable wind speed model is very important
to obtain the wind power production model for wind power unitin reliability evaluation.
And, secondly, there is a need for a significant amount of historical data and effort to do
this wind speed simulation and to develop a realistic wind speed model for a geographic
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site. The wind speed, in a one year period, is modeled by a multiple-states Markov process
in [132]. But, because of the large number of wind speed states in an annual time series,
K-means clustering technique is used to classify the wind speed states and decrease the
numbers of model situations.

According to the literature, wind power production modeling as well as evaluation of
its impacts on power system studies cannot thoroughly be performed unless wind speed
behavior is truly simulated. In addition, although it seemsthat wind power production
modeling and its impacts on different power system studies are adequately discussed in the
literature study, the lack of a simple and straightforward method for simulating the corre-
lated wind power units is highly felt. This means that if windpower production impacts
on power system studies want to be acceptably analyzed, it should be easily possible to
generate simulation scenarios for correlated wind power productions. Furthermore, since
the wind power production correlation is resulted from windspeed correlation, a simple al-
gorithm, simpler than the ones introduced in [125–127], should be proposed for correlated
wind speed modeling. However, as it was mentioned above, wind speed distribution is usu-
ally simulated by either Rayleigh or Weibull distributions, for both of which it is not easy
to generate correlated random numbers based on some predefined correlation coefficients.

In this section, total wind power production of correlated wind power units is approxi-
mated by a simple but exact algorithm. To do so, first, wind speed distribution function of
each unit is approximated by a normal distribution functionrather than Rayleigh or Weibull
distributions. The mean value and standard deviation of this normal function will be deter-
mined such that wind power production of this unit, calculated by sampling the obtained
normal distribution for wind speed and applying this normaldistribution to wind power
curve, becomes as close as possible to the original wind power production of this special
unit, computed by historical data. By finishing the first step, each wind power unit has one
normal distribution for its wind speed, which gives approximately the same wind power
production as historical data for that unit. The next step isfinding the correlation coeffi-
cients among wind speeds of all units and calculating the total wind power production. In
this study, it is suggested to consider the correlation coefficients among computed normal
wind speeds equal to correlation coefficients among wind power productions, calculated
based on historical data. By this consideration, it is possible to calculate the total wind
power production of all units. Once total wind power production is calculated by simu-
lating the proposed algorithm, it should be compared to the total wind power production,
computed by historical data, to illustrate the algorithm effectiveness.

Also, the wind speed correlation coefficient versus distance curve will be plotted, as an
additional testing survey, and compared with the results ofsimilar studies like [134–137]
to clarify the accuracy of the considered assumptions of proposed algorithm for modeling
the wind power unit behavior.

The difference between total wind power production, simulated using the method pro-
posed in this section, and the one obtained in previous studies like [130–133] is that here,
historical wind power productions rather than historical wind speeds, which are often avail-
able in power systems records, are used for calculating total wind power production. Also,
there is no need to use the Markov model for enumerating all possible combined statuses
of wind power turbines for obtaining the production probability distribution of all wind
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sites. And finally, unlike the introduced algorithm in some of these papers, which should
have some assumptions for the correlations among wind speeds, the correlations among
wind power productions are used here, which make more sense from the accuracy and
obtainability viewpoints.

Overview of the Proposed Algorithm

To simulate the wind power production, the wind power curve,which determines the pro-
duced wind power versus wind speed and is shown in figure 5.1, can be used [138]. To
be able to use this curve for calculation of wind power production, wind speed distribution
for all wind power units and wind farms should be known. Thesewind speed distributions
can be obtained based on historical data. However, calculating wind speed distribution
based on historical data is not so easy since historical datausually include generated wind
power rather than wind speed. This means that the number of measurement tools and
resources on wind power production, measured in MW, is much more than wind speed
measurements and resources, measured in m/s, from both quantity and availability view-
points [114,139–142].

Fig. 1.  Wind power curve which determines the produced wind power in 

percent versus the wind speed in m/s. Figure 5.1: Wind power curve which determines the produced wind power in percent ver-
sus the wind speed in m/s.

The more important problem arises from the need for simulating correlated wind power
production, which is the case in reality. The real produced power of wind units come from
correlated wind speeds and the generated scenarios for simulating wind power production
should also be calculated based on correlated wind speed scenarios. Nevertheless, as it can
be seen in figure 5.2 and equations 5.1 and 5.2, wind speed distributions are usually ap-
proximated either by Rayleigh distribution or Weibull distribution [123] and defining cor-
relation coefficient for these distributions and generating correlated wind speed scenarios
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based on these two distributions can be a very complicated and tricky task to do [125–127].
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 describe the mathematic formulationsof Rayleigh and Weibull dis-
tributions, respectively:

Fig. 2.  Approximating the wind speed distribution by Rayleigh distribution 

and Weibull distribution. 

Fig. 1.  Wind power curve which determines the produced wind power in 

Figure 5.2: Approximating the wind speed distribution by Rayleigh distribution and
Weibull distribution.
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Where:
ws Wind speed value over the time.
wsmean Mean value of wind speed.
k Shape parameter of Weibull distribution.
A Scale parameter of Weibull distribution.
Approximating the wind speeds of different sites with some normal distributions and

generating correlated wind speed scenarios using these normal distributions is introduced
in this chapter as another but much easier solution which will be discussed in following.

In this method, it is assumed that the historical data of windpower production for some
units as well as wind power curve for all of these units are available. First, the expected
value and variance of produced wind power is calculated for each unit using historical data.
Then, for each unit, the corresponding wind speed is estimated by a normal distribution.
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The mean value and standard deviation of this normal distribution is determined through
an optimization such that the expected value and variance ofproduced power, obtained
by simulating considered normal distribution, are as closeas possible to the calculated
expected value and variance, obtained by historical data, for that unit. After finishing this
step, one normal distribution is found for the wind speed of each wind unit. Generating
some sample scenarios for wind power production of each unitand apply them to this
normal distribution, the probability density function (PDF) of wind speed and amount of
production for that unit can be simulated. However, if totalwind power production of all
units is needed, the correlation coefficients among all of these normal distributions should
be known.

It should be noted that produced power for each wind unit is directly related to the wind
speed of that unit; so, it is suggested in this thesis to consider the correlation coefficients
among wind power productions as correlation coefficients among wind speed distributions.
This means that the correlation coefficients among wind power productions are calculated
from historical data and used for generating correlated wind speed scenarios. Figure 5.3
demonstrates the complete flowchart of the proposed algorithm used in this section.

Proposed Algorithm Formulation

It was mentioned in the previous part of this section that themean value and standard de-
viation of normal distribution function which approximates the wind speed distribution of
each unit is determined through an optimization. This optimization is presented in the fol-
lowing equations. The letter O in these equations stands forthe word original which refers
to obtained variables based on historical data. Letter S, onthe other hand, is stands for the
word simulated and refers to variables which are calculatedby sampling the considered
normal distribution for the wind speed of each unit.

min
wsmu,wssd

[

(opmu− spmu)2+(opvr− spvr)2
]

(5.3)

s.t. spmu=
P

∑
p=0

q(p) · p (5.4)

spvr=
P

∑
p=0

q(p) · (spmu− p)2 (5.5)

q(ws) =
1

wssd
√

2π
exp−

(ws−wsmu)2

2wssd2 ,∀ws (5.6)

q(p) =
WS

∑
ws=0

wpc(ws)=p

q(ws),∀p (5.7)
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Start 

End 

Normal distribution calculation 

for all wind power units 

Expected value and variance 

calculation for wind power 

production of all wind units 

Calculating correlation 

coefficients among all historical 

wind power productions 

Total wind power calculation 

using considered normal 

distributions and correlation 

coefficients for wind speeds 

Algorithm evaluations 

Figure 5.3: The complete flowchart of the proposed algorithmused for for estimating the
wind speeds with normal distributions and using correlation coefficients among historical
wind power productions for these normal distributions for wind power production simula-
tion.

Where:
opmu Mean value of original wind power production.
spmu Mean value of simulated wind power production.
opvr Variance of original wind power production.
spvr Variance of simulated wind power production.
p Power production of the unit which varies from 0 toP.
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q(p) Probability of producing p (MW) by the unit.
P Maximum wind power production of the unit.
ws Wind speed value which varies from 0 toWS.
WS Maximum value of wind speed for the unit.
wsmu Mean value of considered normal distribution function for wind.
wssd Standard deviation of considered normal distribution function for wind.
q(ws) Probability of wind speed equal tows(m/s).
wpc(ws) Produced power based on wind power curve when wind speed is equal tows

(m/s).
The objective function 5.3 is the sum of squared differencesbetween the expected

value and variances of original wind power production, obtained from historical data, and
the expected value and variance of simulated wind power production, obtained from using
considered normal distribution function for wind speed in wind power curve.

Constraints 5.4 and 5.5 define the expected value and variance for the simulated wind
power production while wind speed probability and production probability are given in
5.6 and 5.7, respectively. According to 5.6, the wind speed probability is obtained by a
normal distribution function; andwsmuandwssdare the corresponding mean value and
standard deviation of this normal distribution function.

Proposed Algorithm Evaluation

The proposed algorithm, presented in the previous sub-section, estimates the wind speed
of each wind turbine with a normal distribution function andalso suggests considering the
correlation coefficients among these functions equal to correlation coefficients among wind
power productions. However, these considered assumptionsshould be somehow evaluated
to reveal the algorithm effectiveness. To do so, two different surveys are performed. The
first one is to calculate the PDF for whole produced wind powerwhile the second one is to
calculate the wind speed correlation based on distance.

The PDF can be calculated either from the historical data or by using the considered
normal distribution functions for wind speed and correlation coefficients among them. The
former is done by adding the historic production of all unitsfor each hour and computing
the PDF of historic aggregated production. The latter, on the other hand, can be performed
by sampling the computed normal distributions for wind speed of all units, calculating
the corresponding produced powers by wind power curve for all sampled wind speeds,
adding produced powers of all units for each hour, and, finally, computing PDF for sampled
aggregated production. The difference between these two PDFs shows the accuracy of
algorithm for correlated wind power simulation.

Calculating the wind speed correlation versus distance andcomparing it with the result
of other references is considered as another measure of accuracy in this study. To do
so, the location distances among all studied units are calculated and sorted. According
to these sorted distances, the corresponding correlation coefficients among wind speeds,
which were considered equal to correlation coefficients among produced wind powers, are
sorted as well. Then, the obtained correlation versus distance curve can be compared with
other similar research.
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The results of applying all of the above evaluating studies on a test case are presented
in the next sub-section.

Simulation Results and Discussion

Proposed Algorithm Implementation Results
Data of Swedish wind power plants from 1992 to 2002 are used tosimulate the pro-

posed algorithm in this thesis [114]. To do so, these wind power plants are divided into
four areas according to Nord pool spot market divisions, figure 5.4. Five units are selected
from each area to test the algorithm. Equations 5.3 - 5.7 are applied to each of these units
to calculate the mean value and standard deviation of the estimated normal distribution
function for wind speed of that unit. Table 5.1 gives the results of this application for the
selected five units in the first area. In this table, WPP and ONDare abbreviated for wind
power production and obtained normal distribution, respectively.

Fig. 4.  Four Sweden electricity areas according to Nord pool spot market. 

  Figure 5.4: Four Sweden electricity areas according to Nordpool spot market [143].

Proposed Algorithm Evaluation Results
In this part, approximating wind speeds with normal distributions and considering wind

speeds correlations equal to correlations among produced powers is evaluated. To do so,
total produced power in each area is calculated twice; once by sampling the computed
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Table 5.1: Results of implementing equations 5.3 - 5.7 to thefive wind power units in the
first area for estimating the wind speed of each unit with a normal distribution function.

Variable Unit1 Unit2 Unit3 Unit4 Unit5

Mean value for the OND (m/s) 6.94 6.48 6.09 6.77 5.92
Standard deviation for the OND 3.89 3.96 4.18 3.93 4.72

Expected value for the historical WPP (MW) 9435.07 2829.58 1348.06 3030.95 1242.86
Variance of the historical WPP 10814353.50 1163056.74 300441.14 1190519.67 253722.73

Expected value for the simulated WPP (MW) 9435.07 2829.50 1348.08 3031.01 1242.86
Variance of the simulated WPP 10814347.10 1163121.10 300435.29 1190544.55 253724.44

normal distribution for wind speed and once again based on the historical data. The result
is shown in figure 5.5.

 

  

Figure 5.5: Probability distribution functions for historical and simulated wind power pro-
ductions of all 20 wind power units.

By comparing the simulated total wind power production and original wind power
production in this figure it can be seen that the obtained normal distribution function for
wind speeds and considered correlation coefficients among them have resulted in a very
good results and these two curves have at most only 5% difference. Therefore, using
the proposed algorithm for produced wind power simulation not only makes wind power
analyzes much easier, but also it provides an adequate accuracy in the obtained results.

On the other hand, it was mentioned earlier that the correlation versus distance curve is
depicted and compared with the similar studies as another testing survey for the proposed
algorithm. Since 20 wind power units are involved in simulations, there are totally 190
possible bilateral correlations among them. Figure 5.6 shows these correlation coefficients
based on their corresponding distances as well as their fitted curve.

For the sake of evaluating the obtained curve for wind correlation versus distance, this
curve is compared with some similar results from other studies [134–137]. Comparing this
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Fig. 10.  Correlation coefficients among all 20 wind power units based on 

their corresponding distances in km as well as the fitted curve. 

ons for historical and simulated wind

Figure 5.6: Correlation coefficients of wind power generation among all 20 wind power
units based on their corresponding distances in km as well asthe fitted curve.

curve with, e.g., figure 5.7 from [134], clarifies the good accuracy of considered assump-
tion regarding wind speed correlation coefficients.

� Calculate cross-correlation 

� Result: Cross-correlation 

� Exponential fit has shape 
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Figure 5.7: Correlation coefficients of wind speed among different wind sites based on
their corresponding distances in km as well as the fitted curve.

Another interesting point regarding the obtained fitted curve for wind correlation ver-
sus distance is that not only it can be used for calculating the correlation coefficients among
wind speed at different sites, but it may also be used for estimating the correlations among
total wind power production of different areas. To check this issue, the correlation co-
efficients among total wind power production of four Swedishareas at each year of the
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considered 10-year period as well as the fitted curve obtained by correlation coefficients
among all 20 wind power units in figure 5.6 are plotted and compared in figure 5.8. Since
six possible correlations can be obtained among four areas and for each of these possi-
ble correlations 10 different years are studied, totally 60correlations versus distance blue
points exist in figure 5.8. In this figure, the distance between two areas is calculated as the
average distances among each pair of wind power units in these two areas.

can be used for calculating the correlation coefficients among 

wind speed at different sites, but it may also be used for 

estimating the correlations among total wind power 

production of different areas. To check this issue, the 

correlation coefficients among total wind power production of 

four Swedish areas at each year of the considered 10-year 

period as well as the fitted curve obtained by correlation 

nd power units in Fig. 10 are 

plotted and compared in Fig. 12. Since six possible 

correlations can be obtained among four areas and for each of 

these possible correlations 10 different years are studied, 

totally 60 correlations versus distance blue points exist in Fig. 

12. One important advantage of this estimation is that in order 

to study the total wind power production in different areas, 

there is no need to simulate all the wind power units and Fig. 12.  Comparing the correlation coefficients among the total wind power 

production of areas and the fitted curve obtained in Fig. 10. Figure 5.8: Comparing the correlation coefficients among the total wind power production
of areas and the fitted curve obtained in figure 5.6.

One important advantage of this estimation is that in order to study the total wind
power production in different areas, there is no need to simulate all the wind power units
and calculate the correlation coefficient among them.
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Chapter 6

Applications of the Network
Aggregation

Two important applications of the network aggregation are studied in this chapter. The
considered problems, to which the network aggregation is applied, are a) Frequency con-
trol through spinning reserve provision, and b) Storage allocation.

Network aggregation can be used for many purposes such as releasing the complexity
of the problem, reducing the amount of uncertainties, and compensating the data unavail-
ability. Due to these reasons, network aggregation may be applied to different power sys-
tem studies, specially the ones which suffer from high complexity, high uncertainty, and
data unavailability. Two important example of such power system studies are considered in
this chapter and application of network aggregation on themis investigated. The first study,
for which the network aggregation is used, is frequency control via the spinning reserve
determination, while the second one is storage allocation.These studies are separately
discussed in the following sections.

6.1 Frequency Control

Background

According to NERC, security, as a part of reliability, refers to the ability of the power
system to withstand unexpected disturbances [144]. By thisdefinition, it is not possible
to maintain system security unless there are sufficient spinning reserves. Calculating the
amount of spinning reserve needed in a power system is, however, a challenging task. This
section focuses on spinning reserve calculation in multi-area power systems.

Different methods for determining spinning reserve requirements have been proposed
in previous studies. For example, [145] describes an offlinecost-benefit method, which
is based on the cost of reserve provision and the benefit derived from its availability to
determine the required spinning reserve. In [146], Loss Of Load Probability (LOLP) is
used in a hybrid deterministic-probabilistic approach to set the optimal amount of reserve.

87
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A fixed amount of reserve is imposed by some market operators on the basis of operator
experience [147]. Some other markets use the deterministicmethods, based on N-x crite-
rion [148]. Reference [149] employs probabilistic indices. The combined deterministic-
probabilistic method and the cost-benefit method are utilized to determine the reserve value
in [150] and [151], respectively. In the use of these methodsmentioned above, however,
there is a tradeoff between accuracy and computational complexity. This means that, on
the one hand, some of these methods, such as the experimentalones, do not require great
computational capacity, and thus give fast results, which are, nevertheless, not based on
accurate analyses. On the other hand, those involving systematic procedures may provide
more reliable results, but they require complicated mathematic calculations. The cost-
benefit method, for instance, solves a mathematical optimization problem at the expense of
high computational complexity, which in turn may jeopardize the efficiency of the method
when it is applied to large power systems.

It is also questionable whether the cost-benefit method is applicable to a large multi-
area power system which comprises a number of large sub-systems (control areas). In
the multi-area system, each control area has a system operator which is responsible for
controlling its own power grid and power transfers to the other areas, while a central co-
ordinator organizes all system operators [18], e.g. European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) in Regional Group Continental Europe. In
such a multi-area system, it is economically efficient to determine the spinning reserve
requirements that consider the coordination of all controlareas. To do so, all the areas
of the original multi-area system should be simulated simultaneously, which leads to high
computational complexity.

To test the efficiency of the cost-benefit method, we carried out a Security Constrained
Unit Commitment (SCUC)-based cost-benefit analysis to calculate the reserve value for
the IEEE 30-bus system. In this analysis, only 12 scenarios were considered, and the
simulation was run over a 24-hour time period. The test was done on a PC which has
processor Intel Core i5 CPU with 4 GB RAM. Simulation of this small system took around
7 hours. In addition, it was not possible to test this method on the IEEE 118-bus system
using the same PC. The results of the test highlight the challenges of determining spinning
reserve requirements in large multi-area systems with a great number of scenarios.

In this section, we propose a solution to the problems associated with the cost-benefit
method through obtaining an equivalent model of the multi-area power system in question,
which can be used to accurately estimate the reserve value inthe original system. For the
sake of network aggregation, following steps are considered. First, since the purpose of
this study to suggest a solution method for reserve calculation in large multi-area systems,
it is assumed that the partitions are pre-determined and, therefore, no network partitioning
is performed in this study. In order to obtain the equivalentsystem for each partition,
as the second of network aggregation, the REI method is used in this study [8, 15, 85,
101, 152, 153]. This means that unlike the previous studies which use one equivalent for
the whole system, we keep the border buses between areas and obtain one equivalent for
each of the areas in the multi-area power system. Then, we usethe developed multi-area
REI equivalent system to estimate the amount of spinning reserve required by the original
system.
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To summarize, the main contributions of this study are as follows. First, power system
equivalents are applied to decrease the complexity and computational burden involved in
determining spinning reserve in large multi-area systems.Second, a multi-area REI equiv-
alent is obtained for the original multi-area power system.Last but not least, the proposed
multi-area REI equivalent is utilized to approximate the total amount of spinning reserve
required by the original multi-area system as a whole and theamount needed by each of
the areas within the system.

Proposed Method Description

This study presents a cost-benefit analysis that takes into consideration Security Con-
strained Unit Commitment (SCUC) and Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED)
in order to determine the spinning reserve required by a multi-area power system. Accord-
ingly, the objective function of the cost-benefit method used in this study considers the
cost of the power system both in its normal state of operation(where all components of the
multi-area power system are available) and under various contingencies.

The objective function and constraints of reserve calculation by SCUC-based cost-
benefit analyses can be formulated as follows:

min
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+∑T
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(6.1)

s.t. ENSk(t, i,k) = Dn(t, i)−Dk(t, i,k),∀k, t, i (6.2)

Pk(t, i,k) = Pn(t, i)+Rk(t, i,k),∀k, t, i (6.3)

Pn(t, i) = Dn(t, i)+
Li

∑
l=1

[Pn(t, l)] ,∀t, i (6.4)

Pk(t, i,k) = Dk(t, i,k)+
Li

∑
l=1

[Pk(t, l ,k)]+ENSk(t, i,k),∀k, t, i (6.5)

P(i).u(t, i)≤ Pn(t, i)≤ P(i).u(t, i),∀t, i (6.6)

P(i).u(t, i)≤ Pk(t, i,k)≤ P(i).u(t, i),∀k, t, i (6.7)
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Pn(t, l)≤ P(l),∀t, l (6.8)

Pk(t, l ,k) ≤ P(l),∀k, t, l (6.9)

Cn(t, i) = a(i).Pn(t, i)+b(i),∀t, i (6.10)

Ck(t, i,k) = a(i).Pk(t, i,k)+b(i),∀k, t, i (6.11)

Csu(t, i) = su(t, i).suc(i),∀t, i (6.12)

Csd(t, i) = sd(t, i).sdc(i),∀t, i (6.13)

su(t, i)− sd(t, i) = u(t, i)−u(t−1, i),∀t, i (6.14)

t

∑
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u(h, i)≤ Ton
max(i),∀t, i (6.15)
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∑
h=t−Ton

min(i)+1

su(h, i)≤ u(t, i),∀t, i (6.16)

t

∑
h=t−To f f

max(i)

u(h, i)≥ 0,∀t, i (6.17)

t

∑
h=t−To f f

min (i)+1

sd(h, i)≤ 1−u(t, i),∀t, i (6.18)

Where:
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Cn(t,i) Generation operation cost in timet and in busi for normal state of system.
Ck(t,i,k) Generation operation cost in timet and in busi for contingencyk.
Csd(t,i) Shut-down cost in timet and in busi.
Csu(t,i) Start-up cost in timet and in busi.
Dk(t,i,k) Demand value in timet and in busi for contingencyk.
Dn(t,i) Demand value in timet and in busi for normal state of system.
ENSk(t,i,k) Energy not supplied in timet and in busi for contingencyk.
Pk(t,l,k) Transferred power in timet and in linel for contingencyk.
Pn(t,l) Transferred power in timet and in linel for normal state of system.
Pk(t,i,k) Generated power in timet and in busi for contingencyk.
Pn(t,i) Generated power in timet and in busi for normal state of system.
Rk(t,i,k) Generated reserve in timet and in busi for contingencyk.
Si Apparent power in load busi.
Sj Apparent power in generation busj.
u(t,i) Binary variable equal to 1 if generator of busi in timet is on and 0 otherwise.
sd(t,i) Binary variable equal to 1 if generator of busi has a shut-down in timet and

0 otherwise.
su(t,i) Binary variable equal to 1 if generator of busi has a start-up in timet and 0

otherwise.
a(t,i) Coefficient of squared power for generator of busi.
b(t,i) Coefficient of power for generator of busi.
πk Probability of contingencyk.
πn Probability of normal state of system.
sdc(i) Shut-down cost for generator of busi.
suc(i) Start-up cost for generator of busi.
Ton

max(i) Maximum on time for generator of busi.
Ton

min(i) Minimum on time for generator of busi.
Toff

max(i) Maximum off time for generator of busi.
Toff

min(i) Minimum off time for generator of busi.
VOLL(t,i) Value of lost load in timet and in busi.

The objective function 6.1 represents the sum of system costs under normal and con-
tingency operations plus the cost of load disconnection. The first term is the operation cost
of the power system in its normal state multiplied by the probability of this state plus the
sum of system operation costs under different contingencies weighted by their correspond-
ing probabilities. The second term represents the value of disconnected load by the sum of
expected energy not supplied, multiplied by the corresponding value of lost load. The last
term corresponds to the start-up and shut-down costs of the SCUC.

Constraints 6.2 and 6.3 specify the calculation of ENS and spinning reserve, respec-
tively. 6.4 and 6.5 present power balance equations at all buses under normal and con-
tingency situations. Constraints 6.6 and 6.7 ensure that ifa generator is running, it runs
within the minimum and maximum limits of power output under normal and contingency
operations. Constraints 6.8 and 6.9 limit the l-th line flow,and constraints 6.10) and
6.11 provide linear definitions for the operation cost of thesystem in different conditions.
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Start-up and shut-down costs are given in 6.12 and 6.13. Equation 6.14 defines variables
related to system start-up and shut-down [154]. Finally, 6.15 and 6.16 guarantee the max-
imum and minimum on-time for each generator, while constraints 6.17 and 6.18 ensure
the maximum and minimum off-time.

The SCED-based cost-benefit method for calculating the spinning reserve is similar
to the SCUC-based one; the only difference between the two isthat all constraints and
terms related to on/off states of generators that are considered in the latter are absent in the
former. The formulation of reserve determination using cost-benefit analyses considering
SCED is as follows:

min

{

∑T
t=1 ∑N

i=1

[

πn.Cn(t, i)+∑K
k=1 πk.Ck(t, i,k)

]

+∑T
t=1 ∑N

i=1 ∑K
k=1 [πk.ENSk(t, i,k).VOLL(t, i)]

}

(6.19)

s.t. 6.2 - 6.5, 6.8 - 6.11

P(i)≤ Pn(t, i)≤ P(i),∀t, i (6.20)

P(i)≤ Pk(t, i,k)≤ P(i),∀k, t, i (6.21)

SCUC differs from SCED in that the former is used for long timeperiod frames and the
latter for short-time periods. In addition, SCED provides Local Marginal Prices (LMPs)
using the dual variables, which are not considered by SCUC [148]. The reason is that the
problem solved by formulations 6.1 - 6.18 is dealt with as a mixed integer programming
(MIP) and prices in electricity markets, which are given by the dual variables associated
with the optimization problem (in SCUC), are not provided byany MIP solversince it is
not easy to define the dual formulation for a MIP problem.

Multi-Area REI Equivalent

This section proposes to use a multi-area REI equivalent to approximate the spinning re-
serve required by each of the areas which the original multi-area system comprises. To
obtain such a multi-area REI equivalent, the REI method is first used to produce an equiv-
alent of each area, and the border buses between areas are kept intact. All the equivalents
thus obtained are then connected to form a multi-area REI equivalent.

Simulation Results and Discussion

The proposed multi-area REI equivalent is applied to two IEEE test systems to determine
the spinning reserve requirements by the SCUC- and SCED-based cost-benefit method. To
do so, the REI equivalent is used to obtain an equivalent for each of the areas in these two
systems and the multi-area REI equivalent corresponded to each IEEE system is obtained.
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Next, the cost-benefit method is used to calculate the spinning reserve requirements in both
the original and equivalent power systems. Finally, the obtained reserve values for all the
areas in the original system are compared to those in the equivalent system to examine
whether the equivalent system should have similar behavioras that of the original system.
The SCUC-based cost-benefit method is tested on the IEEE 30-bus system and the SCED-
based one on the IEEE 118-bus system. As it was mentioned earlier, in this study, we
do not consider the network partitioning step and differentareas of the original multi-
area power system are assumed as the partitions. Nevertheless, for the case studies, it is
assumed that the IEEE test systems are multi-area systems with three areas, whereas in
realistic multi-area power systems, the area boundaries are known.

Detailed simulation results of our study including the territory containing all the areas
under consideration for the two test systems, obtained multi-area REI equivalents, and
computed spinning reserve in original and equivalent multi-area systems can be found in
Publication V. However, a summary of the results is providedbelow.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present the total amount of reserve required by the IEEE 30- and
118-bus systems, respectively, at each time interval.
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Figure 6.1: Reserve amount in IEEE 30-bus test system.

It is clear from the results of both test systems that the equivalent systems can accu-
rately estimate the amount of reserve requirements in the original systems. However, in
order to examine the accuracy of the algorithm for calculating the spinning reserve needed
in each area, the results of one area from each test system arepresented in figures 6.3 and
6.4.

According to the results, it is clear that for each area understudy, the equivalent system
provides results close to those of the original system. In the IEEE 30-bus system, the error
rate in estimating the reserve value needed in one area is similar to that required by the
whole system. Nevertheless, in the case of the IEEE 118-bus system, the error rate in one
area is higher than that in the whole system.
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Figure 6.2: Reserve amount in IEEE 118-bus test system.
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Figure 6.3: Reserve amount in area 3 of IEEE 30-bus test system.

To conclude, one can see that not only does the use of power system equivalents de-
crease the complexity and computational burden in simulation, but it also estimates the
amount of reserve requirements in the original system with reasonable accuracy.

Regarding the simulation time needed for calculating the reserve, it should be noted
that applying the equivalents on the IEEE 30-bus system by the SCUC-based cost-benefit
method has reduced the simulation time by around 65%. The simulation time is reduced
by around 33% for the IEEE 118-bus system with the use of the SCED-based cost-benefit
method. Therefore, even in a small system such as the IEEE 30-bus system, which is
replaced by a 15-bus equivalent, the simulation time has been considerable reduced. In
other words, it is efficient to use equivalents for reserve calculation by the SCUC-based
cost-benefit method. Likewise, the reduction in the simulation time needed for the IEEE
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Figure 6.4: Reserve amount in area 3 of IEEE 118-bus test system.

118-bus system shows that it is also desirable to use the equivalent system for reserve
calculation by the SCED-based cost-benefit method. It should be noted that the ratio be-
tween the number of buses in the multi-area REI equivalent and original multi-area system
decreases as the size of the original system increases. For instance, this ratio is around
0.5 and 0.19 for the IEEE 30- and 118-bus systems, respectively. Therefore, it may be
more valuable to apply the proposed method to larger multi-area power systems such as
the realistic ones, given that it reduces the simulation time more significantly.

6.2 Storage Allocation

This section provides an approach for reducing the computational complexity of an OPF
based storage allocation problem. In this regard, the network aggregation method ex-
plained earlier in chapter 4 is used to simplify the OPF basedstorage allocation problem.

Background

Optimal Power Flow (OPF) plays an important role in power system planning and opera-
tions. It is used for determining operating parameters, such as bus voltages as well as real
and reactive power flows, such that an objective function like total system losses or gen-
eration costs are minimized. One important application of OPF which has recently been
studied in e.g. [155–159] is energy storage scheduling and allocation. This application can
help maintain the power balance against uncertainty in demand and generation variation
caused by the addition of renewable energy [156,157]. However, including energy storage
in OPF increases the complexity of the OPF problem by adding the dimension of time to
the optimization.

Nevertheless, even the basic OPF problem is nonlinear and non-convex, thus direct
applications of nonlinear optimization methods provide noguarantee that the obtained so-
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lution is the global optimum [160, 161]. Sub-optimal solutions can lead to higher costs
and inefficiency in power system operations. There has been great deal of research into
different solution techniques for the OPF problem. Linear approximations, for example,
use operational knowledge and mathematical approximations to linearize the OPF prob-
lem. The most common linear approximation is the DC OPF, which assumes that the
voltage angle differences between different buses in the network are small, the lines are
lossless (i.e. their resistances are negligible) and that the voltage magnitudes are constant
(usually 1 p.u.) [48]. On the other hand, heuristic algorithms, such as branch and bound al-
gorithms (B&B) seek the global optimal solution of OPF by partitioning the search space
of the problem [37]. Some other heuristic methods like decomposition techniques use
the structure of the problem to subdivide it into some simpler sub-problems [40]. Con-
vex relaxations, such as Second-Order-Cone Relaxations (SOCR) or Semi-Definite Relax-
ations (SDR) [65,162–165] approximate the original OPF problem by relaxing the problem
search space to a larger convex space that is known to have a globally optimal solution, un-
der some technical conditions [164]. However, the global optimum of this relaxed problem
does not necessarily lie in the solution space of the original OPF problem. Sufficient con-
ditions for the relaxed problems to have the same solution asthe original problem (i.e.
for the relaxation to be exact) are described in [165]. The SDR and SOCR have recently
been shown to be equivalent [166]. These relaxations are exact for a number of different
network topologies including all of the IEEE benchmark examples [165,167–169].

One important challenge to the wide spread application of the SDR approach to solve
the OPF problem is that semi-definite programming (SDP) algorithms can be computation-
ally intensive [170]. Thus, solving SDPs for large systems over multiple time steps will
require decomposition algorithms or other fast solution methods such as those discussed
in e.g. [171,172].

SDP based approaches have been generalized to solve the AC OPF with storage prob-
lem [155] and to determine optimal allocation of storage in the network [173]. However,
this application adds to the computational requirements because it requires an optimization
both over the network and a time horizon.

This section provides an alternative approach for reducingthe computational complex-
ity of an OPF based storage allocation problem. Rather than using a distributed algorithm
to solve the OPF with storage problem, as is proposed in [171,172] for the static OPF
problem, we instead propose using a system reduction technique. The storage allocation
problem is particularly amenable to system reduction because in many situations there is
a small set of candidate buses for locating the energy storage resources in a large system.
Thus, it is not necessary to consider the rest of the system buses in the allocation problem
and a technique that allows merging the rest of the system buses to the candidate buses and
evaluating this reduced system may prove valuable.

The proposed procedure involves a three-stage algorithm, where we first reduce the
original large system to a smaller equivalent system. In thesecond stage, this equivalent
system is solved using an SDP. Finally, the solution obtained for the equivalent system
is transferred to the original system using a set of repeating optimizations for all of the
merged buses. In each of these optimizations, one of the merged buses is replaced by
its original network and the storage assigned to this mergedbus is distributed over this
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network.

Proposed Method Description

Detailed description and formulation of the proposed three-stage algorithm used to solve
the OPF based storage allocation problem discussed above ispresented in Publication VI.
Nevertheless, this sub-section summarizes these three stages as follows.

• Stage 1: Power System ReductionThe system reduction that comprises the first stage
of the three-stage algorithm proposed herein requires a suitable partitioning criterion
and an associated algorithm. In what follows, we provide a short description of the
criterion and algorithm.

The first step in partitioning the system is finding a functional relation among the
system buses. This relationship can be represented by a so-called similarity matrix
which shows the strength of connection between each pair of the system buses. This
similarity matrix can be obtained based on static, dynamic,or economic aspects
of the power system [28]. In this study, we select two static similarity matrices
because they consider not only the generation and consumption at each bus but also
the underlying structure of the power network. The network structure is particularly
important for power system allocation problems. The considered similarity matrices
are the admittance matrix and available flow capacity for allsystem lines.

• Stage 2: The Storage Allocation ProblemOPF based storage scheduling and alloca-
tion throughout the network has been previously addressed in studies such as [155–
157, 173]. Unlike the typical OPF problem, the OPF with storage problem requires
a simulation over a time period. In the second stage of the proposed algorithm, the
AC OPF with storage problem is considered and solved for the equivalent system by
applying an SDR to the non-convex problem, in order to guarantee a global optimal
solution of the problem.

• Stage 3: Transferring the Solution of Equivalent System to the Original System The
third stage of the proposed three-stage algorithm obtains the storage allocation so-
lution for the original problem from that of the equivalent system. The procedure
involves a set of repeating optimizations whereby the merged buses are replaced
with their original systems one at a time and then combined with the remainder of
the reduced system. At each step, the storage allocation optimization is repeated
to obtain a solution that distributes the storage capacity of the merged bus over its
disaggregated. Thus, the number of repeating optimizations needed to obtain the
storage allocation for the original system is limited to thenumber of merged buses
in the equivalent system.

The proposed three-stage algorithm can be applied as follows. Suppose that a system
has 100 buses and its reduced equivalent system has five merged buses, each made up of
20 buses from the original system. The second stage of the algorithm solves the storage
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allocation problem for the 5 bus reduced system. The solution to the original system is
obtained by performing, five repeating optimizations for each 24 bus system resulting from
replacing the each merged bus with its original 20 bus system. Therefore, instead of having
one SDP with 100 buses and 24 time steps, the algorithm leads to six smaller optimization
problems. Although the number of SDPs that need to be solved is increased to six in this
example, the total computation time is much less. In addition, it may be impossible to
solve the SDP for original 100 bus system with a large number of time periods. These
advantages will be made more concrete in the case studies described in the next section.

Simulation Results and Discussion

In this part, the proposed three-stage algorithm is evaluated. All the simulations are per-
formed using MATLAB 2010a using the YALMIP toolbox with the SDP solver SeDuMi
of [174,175]. The computational speeds are based on a PC withan Intel Core i5 CPU 2.53
GHz processor and 4.00 GB of RAM.

Detailed simulation results of our study including accuracy evaluation of the power
system reduction step as well as application of the full three-stage algorithm to the storage
allocation problem in two IEEE test systems are given in Publication VI. Nevertheless,
simulation results of two buses of the IEEE 30-bus system arechosen as examples to
illustrate the results; the results at other buses show similar agreement. Figures??and ??
compare the storage flow and storage level at buses 29 and 30 ofthe IEEE 30-bus system
obtained after applying the three-stage algorithm to the values computed from solving the
full system using both the AC and DC OPF formulations.

These figures show that the AC OPF based storage allocation inthe equivalent system
(represented by the dashed red line) provides closer results to the ones of AC OPF based
storage allocation in the original system (represented by the solid blue line) in compare
with the results of DC OPF based storage allocation in the original system (represented by
the dotted green line). Thus, more accurate simulation results are achieved when using the
three-stage algorithm than with the DC OPF formulation.

Regarding the simulation time, both the DC approximation and the three-stage algo-
rithm can significantly reduce the computational burden of OPF based storage allocation.
However, the computational time reduction achieved using the DC formulation is much
higher than that obtained by the three-stage algorithm. Forinstance, the simulation time
for the three-stage algorithm applied to the IEEE 30 bus system is around 140 seconds
while the simulation time of the original is 3126 seconds and5 seconds for the AC and DC
OPF formulations, respectively.

To summarize the simulation results, it should be noted thatimplementing the proposed
algorithm provides more accurate results than using the DC formulation while the latter
results in a higher reduction in the simulation time. Thus, there is tradeoff between the
accuracy and computational time that one has to make in deciding between the approaches.
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Figure 6.5: The final storage flow and final storage levels at bus 29 of the IEEE 30 bus test
network and the corresponding equivalent system.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this final chapter, conclusions of this thesis are drawn and ideas for future work are
discussed.

7.1 Conclusions

The main focus of this thesis is studying large-scale power system with high penetration
of renewable energy resources. The thesis, therefore, tries to review, evaluate, and com-
pare the existing methods for simplifying analysis of considered systems. In addition, the
thesis suggests some improvements on the existing methods and proposes efficient algo-
rithms for simplifying the simulation of bulk power systemswith high share of renewable
energies. Among all existing methods for simplifying the power system studies, the thesis
concentrates on the system aggregation and develops some contributions both on theory
and application of the selected method. To do so, a number of studies are performed in this
thesis. Accordingly, each study resulted in some conclusions. Therefore, these conclusions
are classified based on different studies as follows:

• A comparison among different power system simplification techniques: In the first
study, an extended comparison of three important simplification techniques, i.e. sce-
nario reduction, network aggregation, and DC linearization, is performed by apply-
ing these three techniques to four common types of power system studies, namely
optimal power flow, stochastic unit commitment, generationexpansion, and trans-
mission expansion. It can be concluded from the simulation results that the selection
of an appropriate simplification technique depends to a great extent on the power
system study under consideration, and there is no consistent result concerning which
type of simplification distorts study results more. For instance, DC linearization ig-
nores system losses in OPFs, resulting in erroneous total cost estimates, but in our
examples linearization causes relatively little error in SUC and expansion studies.
Scenario reduction reduces OPF computational times with little error but is less ef-
fective for SUC. Network aggregation reduces computation effort more than DC
linearization in OPF and expansion studies, but induces little distortion unless there
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are few scenarios. Therefore, the general conclusion is that depending on the type
of study and on the particular system, any of the simplification methods can either
cause large errors, negligible errors, or something in between. Which simplifica-
tion method is most appropriate will likely depend on the power system study under
consideration, and so users of economic models should test for the impact of simpli-
fications on their conclusions.

• A comparison between two network partitioning methods: In this study, the simula-
tion results of two partitioning methods, in which the graphtheory and optimization
are respectively used, for studying the Power Flow (PF) and Optimal Power Flow
(OPF) are compared. It can be concluded that the graph theory-based partitioning
method seems more adapted to quickly identify buses that have a natural connection
due to the topology of the system. Used with appropriate equivalencing methods,
it allows for quick and systematic creation of multi-area models. The constrained
optimization formulation can also be used when computational time is not an issue,
or when more flexibility (e.g. controlling the partition’s sizes) is needed in the def-
inition of the areas. Hence, wide application and speed are the advantages of using
the graph theory-based method, while the simple application and flexibility are the
benefits of applying constraint optimization-based one.

• Improving the REI equivalent: In the third study, an improved version of the previ-
ously used Radial - Equivalent - Independent (REI) equivalent is developed for
multi-area modeling of power systems. To do these improvements, the uncertainties
in generation units and transmission lines are taken into account and an optimization
method for tuning the features of buses and lines in the reduced system is proposed.
The results of the simulated case systems show that the REI recommended esti-
mated the original system more effectively than did the former REI. However, the
time needed for simulation by the proposed method is longer than that by the former
REI method. This issue becomes especially challenging for small case systems, such
as the IEEE 30-bus system, in which obtaining and simulatingthe proposed equiv-
alent may need even more time than does the original system. One suggestion for
reducing this problem is to update the partitioning techniques used for defining the
areas of the system. Nevertheless, for power systems like the IEEE 118-bus system
or larger ones, using the proposed equivalenting method results in a reduction in the
simulation time of the system. It is thus worthwhile to use the proposed method
in modeling the emerging large power systems, resulted frominter-connections be-
tween different electricity markets with high risk rates.

• ATC-based power system reduction:This study suggests an ATC-based system re-
duction for planning power systems with correlated wind andloads. The method
partitions the original system into smaller areas based on ATC between each pair of
network buses and makes a reduced equivalent for each area. Due to ATC depen-
dency to net load conditions, separate partitions are defined for subsets of similar
load and wind conditions, significantly enhancing the accuracy of optimal power
flow solutions. These results imply that partitioning the original system using the
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ATC values between each pair of network buses as well as changing the system
partitions based on system conditions can result in large improvements in estimates
of system behavior while significantly lowering computation times relative to the
original network.

• Total wind power estimation: This study proposes an algorithm for estimating the total
wind power production of some wind units which have correlated wind speeds, in
which the only input to the method is the historical data for produced power of these
wind power units. According to the results of this study, it can be concluded that
it does not make high errors if wind speed distribution for each wind power unit
is approximated by a normal distribution function. Additionally, it is acceptable to
assume the correlation coefficients among these normal distribution wind speeds to
be equal to corresponding correlation coefficients among historical produced wind
powers.

• Spinning reserve determination using network aggregation: Spinning reserve calcu-
lation in large multi-area power systems is considered in this study and an algorithm
is proposed for simplifying this purpose. According to thisalgorithm, each area of
the system is first modeled by an equivalent system, obtainedby the REI method
and a multi-area REI equivalent is obtained for the multi-area system. Then, a
cost-benefit analysis is performed to determine the spinning reserve requirements
of both the original and equivalent multi-area systems. Finally, the proposed multi-
area REI equivalent is evaluated by comparing the spinning reserve in the original
multi-area system with that in the equivalent system. It canbe concluded from the
results that the spinning reserve value calculated for the equivalent system accu-
rately approximates that for the original system, with the use of both SCUC- and
SCED-based cost-benefit methods. Moreover, network aggregation results in a con-
siderably longer reduction of simulation time for the SCUC problems compared to
SCED problems.

• Storage allocation in large-scale power systems:In the last study, network aggrega-
tion is used to reduce the computational burden of AC OPF based storage placement
in large power systems and a three-stage algorithm is suggested. In the first stage,
network reduction is used whereby a small equivalent systemthat approximates the
original power network is obtained. Secondly, the AC OPF problem for this equiv-
alent system is solved by applying an Semi-Definite Relaxation (SDR) to the non-
convex problem. Finally, the results from the reduced system are transferred to the
original system using a set of repeating optimizations. Thefull algorithm is vali-
dated using the two IEEE networks and compared to the resultsobtained using a DC
OPF formulation. The simulation results suggest that the system reduction based
algorithm provides very accurate results for the OPF based energy storage allocation
problem and can greatly reduce the computational complexity.
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7.2 Future Work

Challenges and studies associated with simulation of large-scale power systems have been
studied for quite a long time. However, high penetration of uncontrollable renewable en-
ergy resources and inclusion of economic topics into the technical issue of power systems,
have increased the complications of these challenges and constituted ground for further re-
search and more studies in this area. Consequently, the listof future work can be long. For
instance, developing the flexible equivalents and further improvement to multi-equivalent
techniques, which can follow the deviations in the originalsystem conditions, are inter-
esting topics which can be further studied in the future. Additionally, proposing multi-
objective equivalents which can be used for more than one application is acknowledged.

Performing many simulations on the topics of system aggregation and renewable en-
ergy modelling allows us to suggest some future works in continue to the works performed
in this thesis as follows:

• In our first study, where we compared different simplification techniques, we did not
include all of these techniques and only selected three important ones, i.e. scenario
reduction, system aggreation, and DC linearization. However, there are other sim-
plification techniques like problem decomposition and etc which can be included in
the proposed comparison. Therefore, a more general comparison among different
simplification techniques may be performed.

• Again, in the first study, we compared the simplification techniques by applying them
only to four power system studies, i.e. OPF, SUC, GEP, and TEP. Nevertheless,
other power system studies such as Power Flow (PF) and etc canbe involved in the
proposed comparison. Thus, it is suggested to use other power system studies for
evaluation of the considered simplification techniques.

• Regarding the power system equivalents, we mainly focused on the REI equivalent in
our simulations. However, it is suggested to use the other equivalents like the Ward
equivalent in system aggregations and compare the results with our results.

• On the topic of generation aggregation, we only worked on aggregation of renewable
generation since aggregation of thermal generation is morestraightforward. How-
ever, it is also appreciated to consider the thermal generation aggregation and pro-
poses the structured method for it.

• In this thesis, we study some applications of the power system aggregation. However,
the application of system aggregation may be even more studied by using the aggre-
gation methods for other power system studies like reliability calculations.

• In our power system modelling, we mainly considered the transmission and generation
levels. Nevertheless, the power distribution system also needs to be aggregated and
suitable equivalents for it should be obtained.

• Last but not the least, we only focuses on power system staticanalyses, while dynamic
equivalents for the system can also be obtained.
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